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Abstract

A hypothetical sel£consistent picture of evolution of prestellar interstellar

dust through a comet phase leades to predictions about the composition of the

circum-solar dust cloud. Scattering properties of thus resulting conglomerates
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with a "bird's-nest" type of structure are investigated using a micro-wave

analogue technique. Approximate theoretical methods of general interest are

developed which compare favorably with the experimental results. The principal

features of scattering of visible radiation by zodiacal light particles are

reasonably reproduced. A component which is suggestive of 0-meteoroids is also

predicted.

Key words: Light scattering by ensembles of small particles -- cometary

debris -- interplanetary dust .— zodiacal light.
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Introduction

The interplanetary particles producing the zodiacal light by scattering of

sunlight wera for many Years considered to be in a range of sizes not very

widely'different from the wavelength of visible radiation. Furthern"ore, most

of t,e calculations of the brightness and polarization were done for — erical

particles using Hit theory (for references see Weinberg, 1967; and the review
article by Weinberg and Sparrow, G178). A simple preliminary theoretical

approach showed that sigtiificant modifications in tho prediction weKe possible,

if one used similar-sized parti;,4es but non-spherical rather than spherical

ones (Greenberg, 1970).

R6cent observations of the optical, properties (Weinberg and Sparrow, 1978)

and the size and composition of the interplanetary particles as determined from

collection and impact studies (Pechti.g, 1976 0 and Brownlee, 1978) have led to

new concepts of the interplanetary particles. Large irregular particles in the

10 pm to 100 {gym size range are now believed to provide most of the zodiacal	 I

light (Giese et al., 1978). To date, only two models have reasonably well

reproduced the zodiacal-:ii.ght brightness and degree of polarization as deduced

by Dumont (1976) 'from observations. It is incereati.n g that the two models were

arrived at using quite different approaches. Fluffy interplanetary dust grains

were studied by Giese et al. (1978) with connection to the type of particles

collected in the Earth's upper atmosphere (Brownlee, 1978). Our approach is to

apply an evolutionary model leading to the concept that we call a "bird'u-nest"

structure (Greenberg and Gustafson, 1980).

I
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Chapter 1

THE PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION

,The hypothesis to be tasted in this study is a unifying evolutionary modal

relating interstellar dust to comets and finally to the zodiacal-light particles

We will start with a set of assumptions that uatisfy the existiog observations

but that may not be unique. It will be shown in chapter 5 that the resulting

predictions are consistent with obs,srvations that in the abeenco of this model

were unrelated. We adopt the bi-modal model for interstellar duot of Greenberg

and Hong (1973). The comets are assumed to have aggregated directly from the

dust during the formation of the Solar System, finally, the zodiacal"-light

particles are modeled as cometary debris.

Although there is an identifiable mechanism for internal heating by

primordial radioactive species, which could make a significant change in the

internal structure of a comet nucleus (xrvine et al., 1980), our modeling is an

attempt to work as closely as possible with constructs based on the hypothesis

that we are seeing pieces from the surfaces of essentially primordial comets.
One justification for doing this is that there is as yet no way of knowing to

what extent comets of various sizes may have undergone internal or external

structural or chemical modifications by heating. There are uncertainties both in
the amount of primordial radioactive species accreted in the primordial comets

as well as in the detailm of the heating process (d'Headecourt and'areenberg,

unpublished calculations). Another ,justification is that the albedo of comets

(Delsemme and Rud, 1973) and the abundance of volatiles seem more consistent with

at least the outer parts of a significant number of comets remaining primordial

than being subject to high heating. Assuming that comets have undergone little

change in their properties since birth - and this seems to be an inherent

assumption in the "icy" models of Whipple (1978) and Delsemme and stud (1973) -

then the cometary debris could essentially be derivates of clumps of large

numbers of interstellar grains.

The major constituents in the bi-modal distribution of interstellar grains
as given by Gree6erg and Hong (1973), are in the elongated core-mantle

particles with silicate (or metallic oxide) cores of typically 0.05 um radius

surrounded by mantles of mean thickness about 0.1 pm composed of complex

molecular mixtures of predominatly oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen with hydrogen

(Greenberg, 1978). The mantles may achieve a mean thickness as large as about

0.15 lim (total grain diameter a 0.4 µm) at the time when coagulation of the

duet leads to the formation of the comet (Greenuerg, 1979). Thus, the relative

t
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volume of r ne4e-t:o-core material is of the order of ( if: t) 3 or about 60;1. The

index of rafraactiot ► of tho silicate, core is approximately rn - 1.6 and the index

of t afraction of the mantle is about; in w i.3 as characteri.sti.c, of complex iclabI

ThQ absorption of the cafe; And mantle material in the visible in quite low,

'Thee other constituents in the bi-modal, distribution are In a large number of

vary small particles of Mt completOly determined chemical composition, which

however zontribute at most r. small amount, both to the bulk (< 19) and the optical

characteristics of the aggregated material (bong and Greenberg, 1980), even if

they aye+ predominantly mnde of graphite. This can also be seen by notins that the
total, absorption by such particles in the virtial, in the interstellar medium,
is small compared with the extinction by the core-mantle particles.

Subsequent to breaking away from the comet, the debris will be subjected

to both aol.ar radiation and solar wind particles. This is a rather complex
problem to treat in its entirety because: ov ►e should follow the particles during

their entire lifetime (- 10 6 years) while: their orbits bring thew within varying

distances from the sun. It is illustrative that at i KLJ the sputtering; or

erosion of such components of the aggregate as li 0 ice oould occur at a rate

of about 51l pot: year as a result of the solar wind (Lonzerotti e, al.., 1978).

The lass volatile components like the silicates and the very barge molecules

(which ax,e not melted or evaporated at temperatures as high as 600 K) in the

photo processed grain mantles (Hagen ot, al., 1979) would undoubtedly erode at

a much shower rate. Thus comet debris particles of initially w 100 u.a, radius

could have parts of their outer ruaterital oroded away in varying amounts to

depths up to M 50 yam leaving an open outer g tructvsre containing mostly the

silicate cores and the nonvolatile mantle: molecules. 'this tangle of elongated

silicate partialers as exposed in tho outer portion of the comet debris particle

or as imbedded to various degrees within the grain mantle material, we envision

as a birds-nest type of structure. We note haire that not only erosive effects

can be produced by the solar wind particles b13t also as a processing of the

debris matter analogous to the photo-processing, of interstellar grains. The low

density of the agglomerates as well as of the fluffy particLzs studied by

Giese at al. (1978) is apparently not consistent with the densities inferred
by Le Sergeant and Lamy (1978) from lunar rock cratering but is consistent

with the densities N 1 g cm- 3 inferred by Nagel at al, (1975) and with the
micrometeoroid detect 4 ons by the Helios 1 spacecraft (GrUn at al., 1980),

where it was found that d large number of particlea have densities below

1 g cm" 3 . In chaptev 5 the optical properties of "bird's-nest:" st %uctures _ ve

compared to those inferred for the zodiacal.-Light particles. Clearly, the

theory required to predict the exact scattering by such structures is far

..	 ,. ,



IntersteLlar grain model	 Comets aggregates from

Greenberg and Hong (1973) 	
I.S. grains

Whipple (1978)
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Whipple (1978)
Arin and &.1ndis (1979)	 Delsemme and Rud (1973)

-- -- --- — -- -- --- -- — -- -- 	 Comet fragmentation  -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --....,- --. --

No change in grain ;°nemistry	 ZNo change in grain chemistry
during or after fragmentationring or after fragmentation

!Erosion of
volatiles

Aggregates of loosly packed
	

Aggregates of elongated core-
elongated silicates with
	

mantle grains with inclusions
inclusions of the smaller
	

of the smaller bare grams
bare grains

0

Fig. 1.1	 Successions of theories and assumptions leading to the

concept of "bird's-nests".	 ,
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beyond the scope of present techniques. Not only need one consider a large

number of particles simultaneously, as in normal multiple-scatterilgi theory,

but one must also take into account that the embedded silicates are close

enough to each other to require inclusion of near-field modifications. Paced

with this impossible situation we resort to the microwave analogue method

described in chapter 2. Some of the targets discussed in chapter 4 are designed

to clearly separate higher-order scattering effects from relatively easily

predictable effects. The latter effects are included in the approximate method

developed for investigation of light-scattering functions for some categories

of inhomogeneous targets that fall outside the present laboratory constraints

and especially for providing a first approuimate understanding of this exotic

field in light-scattering theory. The higher-order scattering effects are found

to be negligible, to the comparisons with measurements in chapter 4 are quite

reasonable.

I
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•	 Chapter 2

THE MICRO-WAVE ANA.*,AGUE METHOD

AND

THE LABORATORY

2.1 Historical Background

In 1960, J. Mayo Greenberg constructed the Zirst microwave analoguo scattering

facility to measure the extinction by single, irregular particles (see Lind,

1966). Over the years, such r ..surements have contributed significantly to

characterizing (size, chemical composition, core-mantle nature. of) interstellar

grains. The micro-wave laboratory under its director Dr. D.W. Schuerman is now

a part of the Space Astronomy Laboratory (S.A.L.) which is a research-only

organization of the State University of New York at Albany. Most of the work

reported in the present study were made at this laboraatory.

The measurements for the three largest agglomerates were performed in the

microwave facility of Bereich Extraterreatiche Physik, Ruhr UniversitUt Bochum,

German Federal Republic. In this laboratory scattering from cubes and other

non-spherical particles, including the fluffy model for zodiacal-light particles,

have been extensively investigated by R. Giese, R. 2erull and their co-workers.

2.2 The Analogue Method

In the general theory of scattering based on Maxwell ' s equations, all parameters

involving the size of the particle are measured in units of the wavelength of

the incident radiation. Thus, it is possible to scale the entire problem of

visible, ultra-violet and infra-red scattering off micron and sub-micron

particles to larger wavelengths and particle sizes. At a.A ,L. the scale factor

is about 10 5 . 'Thus, apple-size particles are irradiated , by micro-waves of

A -• 3.15 ca. A particle of arbitrary shape is simulated by machining or molding

a macro-wave target which is N 105 times larger than the real particle. The

target material is selected by requiring it to hstve, at the frequency of

9.42 GRz, the same properties (dielectric constant, conductivity and size to

wavelength ratio) as the actual particle has at visible, ultra-violet or infra-

red wavelengths.

i
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2;3 Measured Quantities

The scattering process is described by R 4 x 4 scattering (or F) matrix which

operates on the intensity of the radiati,oa as represented by the Stokes vector:

	

I1	 T11
(8) 	 Z12 (6)	 0	 u	

^'^0

	

I	 1	 I (8)	 I (8)	 0	 0	 110

	

2	 °` 2 2	 21	 22	 2

	

U	 k a	 0	 0	 a(8) b(e)	 U°

	

V	 0	 0	 b(e)	 a(d)	 V°

where k 2r/X and Ra is the distance between the scatterer and the receivinS

antenna.

The matrix contains only six independent functions because it is assumed

that the elements are averaged over a random distribution of similar particles.

Since the input radiation, defined by the Stokes vector (Ii, , I°, U°, V°), is,

usually natural light, we set (I°, I°, U°, A '* (I°, I°, 0; 0) with
ft

1	 2	 2	 2
I1 = 1  I°. From the form of the P matrix in equation (2.1), it is obvious

that the,Stokes vector:^f the scattered radiation must be of the form

(I	 21 , I, 00, 0), so that,equation (2.1) can be written more economically as

 --I-- r11(8)I12(e)	 ?ir'

]2R2 	 (8) I (8)	

I.

2	 12	 22	 .^

•	 t

Thr measured quantities are I
11 

(A), I 
12 

(8), and I 
22 

(A). Given these values the

taOUil:,brightness

X
tot	 11	 12

(8) m I (8) + 2I (8) + I 
22 

(8)	 (2.3)

and degree,of polarization

	

11	 22	 (2.4)

711(0) + 21
12 (0) + I22(e)

can be determined.

J
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2."4 Definition of Target orientation

The orientation of a particle is defined with respect to " direction of the

incident plane wave k0 and of the measured scattered ray Rion r.- Figure 2.1

represents an arbitrarily orientated cytinder whose symmetry axis makes an

angle ^ with the perpendicular X to the Scattering plane ko ^ ks (Y-Z) A,,d whose

projection in this plane makes an ang''ra X with the incident 0-vector. The

sagle between ^o and 
r  is the scatte.rl'ag angle 0.

0

Fig, 2.1 Angular coordinates specifying the orientation of the symmetry

axis o!! a cylindrical scatterer with respect to the direction

of propagation tp of the incident and s of the scattered

radiation.

In the laboratory a target is mounted in such a way that it may be

rotated around two mutually perpendicular axes, the laboratory fixed

azimuth axis X, and the target fixed tilt axis which &- !#eeps in the scattering

plane. For particles that do not possess an axis of symmetry, an arbitrar7

axis is used as reference.

2.5 The Microwave Laboratory

2.5.1 The microwave laboratory at . SSA L.

The target, in operation, is suspended in the centev of the micro-wave-room

by nylon monofilament lines, which are sufficiently thin to cause negligible

scatter. The target is irradiated by micro-wa ges generated by a single screened

dipole at the focus of a 51 cm diameter parabolic reflector located 9.84 m

from the target. The dipole, which can be arbitrarily oriented in the focal
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plane by means of a rotary joint, is fed through a waveguide by a 9.42 GHz

stabilized oscillator. The resulting scattered radiation is meaaured by means

of a square-law crystal detector fed by a similar iii cm diameter antenna at

5.16 m from the target. The signal is chopped by a 1000 Hz square-law modulator-

. -fed diode switch located between the detector and a hybrid junction. In the

junction the scattered signal is mixed with a background compensation signal,

made equal in amplitude to Me sigm from the receiving antenna in the absence

of tho target by means of a variable attenuator and made destructive by use of

a variable phase shifter. The compensation wave is tapped fron, the waveguide
supplying the transmitting dipole by a 10 dB directional coupler. The length

of the waveguide is choosen to minimize the optical path differences between

background and compensation signals at small scattering angles, where direct

radiation may be intercepted. ,-rotary joint on the waveguide permits the

entire detection system to be mounted on a moving carriage and located at any
scattering angle 6 from 0 to 170°. A second antenna and detection system is

located directly in line with the transmitter-target; it measures the amplitude

and phase of the forward-scattered (0 - 0) radiation. This antenna is located

in a radiation trap anq is covered by a micro-wave absorber during the side-
-scattering to,2asurements. Further technical details may be found in Greenberg
et al. (1967) and Wang and Greenberg (1978).

As part of a continuous effort, increased experimental accuracy and speed

has been achieved by digitalizing the data. handling and target orientation

mechanism in two phases during the measuresient period. We name the versions

used in this study A. B and C.

2.5.2 Version-A

The diagram in figure 2.2 represents the apparatus of version A. The output

potential over the detector, which is proportional to the intensity of the

incident radiation, is amplified up to 10 7 times by a lock-in amplifier unit

linearly feeding the ordinate on an X-Y plotter. The abscissa is connected to

a potentiometer which senses the azimuthal angle (X) driven by an analogue
motor. The motor is controled by a manually operated potentiometer through a

feed-back mechanism using the X-detector. A similar system controls the
elevation and the tilt angle. For a detailed description of the orientation

mechanism we refer to Lind 0966).

i
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2:5.3 Opermtin&_nrocedures,-vcreion_A

The detector feeding a lock-in amplifier, described by Brophy +,1977) or in

any basic textbook in electronic engineering, is intermitcrntly screened out.

In the process of amplifying, the noise signal thus detected is subtracted.

-The square wave feeding= the diode switch 18 used as reference signal. First,

the phase is ad usted so that the output signal vanishes; we are then 900

from the corract phase if the refurcance wave is syxnetri.c.. At 180 0 phase shift

the true signal » s subtracted from the noise; the syrmietry of the square, wave

is adjusted so that the output 11(180 1) ) - -U(0). Pit the beginning and end of a

sct of measurements the system is caliuraFed by detecting, the known scatter of

a standard target. Around the selocted scattering angle 0 - 450 , the phase
function for the lucite sphere With circumference to wavelength ratio 4.978

is relatively feature less and the background is low. In the absence of the

target, the residual signal is brought to less than 0.1 uV using the variable

phase shifter and attenuator on the compensation waveguide. The target is

placed in the beam and the height controlled through a telescope. One of 13

linear scales amplifying from 10 to 10 7 times were selected. This one scale was

used as the target was rotated a full 1800 arovad the azimuth w is. As the

target rotates small oscillations in the detected signal, caused by ir6omo-

geneties in the target material, average out. Subsequently, the scatter from

targets with unknown optical properties can be measured. m e background

compensation procedure is repeat.d at e.aca tiew aenttering angle, and the

apparatus is re-calibrated fo each comb nation of polarizations. Intermediate

calibrations were performed during long sets of measurciaenrs, especially after

changes in the external conditions such as sunrise, sunset or thunderstorms.

The data reduction from the graphs were performed manually (N 10 1' data poin':s

per target). The data presented for targets U41R and. U41a was accumulated in

this ony. The measurements for targets T11R, T21R, T41R, T41A and C41 using

this apparatus were in general agreement with the corresponding data using

versions B or C of the laboratory. The later data is used iat this study.

2.5.3 Apparatus and over;ating_nrocedures t_v_ersion B

The analogue motors in the orientation mechanism were replaced by step-motors
orienting the target with a resolution of 0.1 0 . The tilt mechanism, originally

used for very elongated targets, was redesigned and the range increased from
< 180° to 1800 by use of a constant tension spring-motor counteracting the pull

of the step-motor. The range of the azimuth drive was increased to 400°. Two

sets of micro-wave absorbers were added to screen out the orientation mechanism.

A PDP-11/03 DE'CLaB minicomputer was installed to control the step-motors,

reading of the ;bock--in amplifier, and for data reduction. A laser for re-

alignment of the receiving antenna at each scattering angle was mounted on the

i
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mobile carriage. The computer was programmed to step the target through any

preselected set of orientation. At each orientation 21 measurements were

collected, and if the mean fall outside 15-85% of the full-scale value at the

selected gain the measurement was rejected and new measurements were taken at

this orientation when the appropriate scale (requested by the computer) had

been set. It not rejected, data was sampled at each of these orientations

until the standard deviation of their mean was less than any preselected value

or a maximum of 10" measurements was reached. The average and the number of

meaourements were stored on a floppy disc along with a flag indicating if the

preselected standard deviation of the meat as reached. Using this apparatus

targets T11R, T21R, TOR, T4 1A and IC1a required an iwerage of 250-300 hours

each for a full set of measurements.

2.5.5 A22oratus-and-o2erating Qrocedures.-version-C

A second lock-in amplifier controlled by the computer and with maximum gain

of 10 0 was installed. The manually controlled amplifier was still used for

nulling. This and other refinements have gradually increased the rate of

measurements to N 45 hour /particle,

2.5.6 Frroro

The unca,ncelled background signalxb
 N 0.02 interferes with the scattered signal

Ia . The resulting intensity X is given by

• V is + Ib cos G

where A is the phase difference. If the intensity Is incident on the detector

causes a potential difference of 10 VV. The potential 8.1 < U  ^ 12.2 in pV

or in absolute units 0.162 5 i_ a 0.244 results. How. ,ver, the phase of the

background signal may vary rapidly (if not rapidly variable it can be cancelied).

If 4 is truly random over the set of measurements, at each orientation the

ip Lvnsities add directly; thus, 
U 
	 10. 1 uV. In the case of the "bird ' s-nests"

at higher scattering angles, the phase of the scattered wave takes all values

as the ta..:aet is stepped through the 272 orientations, therefore the =.-timum

error of die mean is given by (VI-8- + V/ b ) 2 - I  at e = 0 and approaches

I  = 0.02 at higher scattering angles. Drift in the gain may reach 10%. For

this reason, the system was re-calibrated against the standard sphere inter-

mittently during the course of measurements. The (generally) small cross-

-polarization comp, nents vanish for spheres, the average of the calibration
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constants for the 11 and 22 components were substituted. The agreement between

theory and measurements for scattering by spheroids using verions B and C of

the apparatus was found to be very good (Schuerman et al., in preparation).

This was still true when the cross-polarization terms were calibrated as fn

tnis study.

2.5.7 The micro-wave laboratory ^t _.._....Ruhr .»Universitltt Bochum--..----	 - - .. ..

The laboratory operates at 35 GHz and is intended for side-scattering only.

Both transmitting and receiving antenna are of the horn type. The mobile

receiving antenna, mounted on a track, stops automatically every 5° as it

moves from 0	 155
0
 to 50°. In this interval, there is no compensation for

the background. At other scattering angles the target is 'removed from the bcam

and the background cancelled in a manner similar to that at S.A.L. , The
scattered signal is integrated electronically as the target is rotated 3600

in the scattering plane. The gain is calibrated through the known scatter of

a standad sphere at one given scattering angle. For a more complete description,

see Zerull (1973).

2.6 Target Manufacturing

2.6.1 "Bird's-nests"

In spare, the "bird's-nest" type particle problem :involves three media, vacuum

(m - 1), ' lice" (m r-' 1.3) and silicates (m F-,j 1.6). This is modelled in the

laboratory, rising the four media; ai.r. (m ss 1) , eccofoam (m ski 1) , eccofoam PS 1.7

(m N 1.3) and lucite (m ks 1.6). In all rases the .imaginary part is small. The

eccofoam is used to fig: the relative positions of the individual scatterers and

is similar Co eccofoam PS 1.02, which is optically almost identical with air

except at small scattering ankles. The match of refractive indices is with,j.n

the uncertainty for the cosmic materials. The "bird's-nests" were built in

modules (see Table 1) which can be combined arbitrarily„ Lucite, also known as

Plexiglas, is an acrylic that is conuV. ci:all.y available in long rods. The

cylinders were cut to size from appropriate diameter rods. The indices of

refraction (m = 1.618 - 0.005i) of two samples cut out of an 1.5 inches diameter

cylinder, both made to fit- snugly into a waveguide only differing in length,

were derived from two sets of standing wave patterns arising inside the wave-

guide containing a respective sample using the slotted waveguide method of

Roberts and van Hippel (1954) and further developed by Wang (1968). The eccofoam

PS is a low loss polystyrene manufactured by Emerson & Cuming Inc. The dielectric

--.. s..+	
. .*r	 T f..i" r. nnl	 .Wrir ., ^. , 
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constant e, being closely related to the density of the target, is adjusted

by pre-heating, and thus controlled expansion of the targa:t material. Eccofoam

PS 1.02 has a sw 1.02. In eccofoam PS 1.7, ini.crospheres (36.OS) are mixed to

,the polystyrene to achieve c . 1.7 to an accuracy of -• 0.02 (Emerson &

Cuming Inc., pers. com .). The dissipation factors tan 6 are smaller than

0.0002 and 0.0001 respectively. The resulting refractive indexes,

s +	 e 2 *' (e tan d)z
	

-e +	 e 2 + ( e tan 6) 2

2
	

2

arena 1.01 and 1.304 f 0.003 respectively. The eccofoam PS 1.7 was sawed very

slowly (less than 1 inch/min.) and cooled with running water to avoid further

expansion due to friction heat. The resulting square rods (1 x 1 x 5.5 inches)

were machined circular in a lathe and cut to 1.0 or 0.8 inch diameter cylinders.

Each cylinder was cut in two, and a concentric hole drilled (seo Pig. 2.7)

to accomodate the lucite cylinder. The two eccofoam parts were glued together

using a paper glue with index of refraction close to 1.3. The resulting

concentric cylinders, with length-to-diameter ratio of both core and mantle

2:1, were exposed to a 0.4 min Hg vacuum for more than an hour to evaporate any

remaining water and to dry out the glue.

Lucite

Eccofoam
PS 1.7

Fig. 2.7 Model of an interstellar core-mantle grain. Each eccofoam (' l icy"-
material at visual wavelengths) cylinder is cut in two and a
concentric and coaxial hole drilled to accomodate the lucite
(modelling silicate type material) cylinder. The two eccofoam
parts were glued together using a paper glue with index of
refraction close to that of the eccofoam (msa1.3).
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circular trac

to the tilt

mechanism

ist

cardboard

to the arms of the
azimuth plate

Fig. 2.8 One of the spherical ecco£oam shells pictured as part of the
target positioning mechanism. The nylon monofilament string
►connecting to the tilt motor windes on a Pnehined circular track
and teitiforces the bound between the upper and lower eccofoam
hemispheres by first passing diametrically across the sphere then
following the machined track 360 0 and passing back diametrically
across the sphere again. The nylon (fish-) line and the eccofoam
are almost invisible at the microwave part of the electro-magnetic
spectrum.

I
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The hollow eccofuam sphe.re,n (m rd 1 define the shape and size of the

agglomeration arui are purt of the suspension mechanism. Homogeneous spheres of

this material are commercially available. using an arrangement similar to that

of a lathe, a wall defined track was carved, out for the tilt string. Then the

,spheres were cut approximately along a gro at circle and the halves carved out

with a razor blade to avoid crushing the material. The spherical boundary was

purposely made rough to prevent the cylinders sliding. The halves were glued

back together and an opening; cut out. The volume was measured by inserting a

plastic bag and filling it with wa.cer to obtain the volume (or weight). The

removed material was savod to be inserted between cylinders. Tha hole passing

the string connecting to the hoist was reinforced by small pieces of cardboard.

The string connecting the tilt mechanism also reinforces the bond between the

hemispheres as pictured in Fig. 2.8. The spherical cavity waa then filled with

the desired mixture of cylinders and filling material (eccofoam) such that the

number density of cylinders was constant in layers.

Some of the smaller "bird's-ne,!ts" containing only lucite cylinders were

made by inserting the cylinders into an eccofoam sphere thereby keeping the

number density constant in concentric spherical layers Two, orthogonal annular

rings were fit around the sphere (no blue). On one the :rack for the tilt

mechanise: string was machined; the other was used to attach the strings to

the hoist. The two "bird's-nests" containing aligned cylinders were also made

from solid eccofoara spheres but these uere cut in hemspheres, and the cylinders

were inserted perpendicularly to the plane surfaces to facilitate alignment.

As these targets were never tilted tls strings attached to the hoist were

glued directly to the ew=.a`.^an.

2.6.2 Sin le_cvlinders

The single circular homo eaeuus or :c oncentric cylinders, as described in the

previous section, were suspended by two strings glued directly to the cylinder

on diametrically opposite points equidistant from the two ends. The two strings

used to control the target tilt-angle were glued on opposing cylinder edges,

such that the projection of the total of four points of attachments on a plane

perpendicular to the svnnnetry axis are corners of z square.

2.7 Simulation of an q tical7 y Thin Cloud of Randomly Orientated Scatterers

An optically Rhin :aloud of randomly orientated particles is simulated by

averaging the signals received from a fe y hundreJ uniformly distributed particle

orientations. This set of orientations for a particle having axial symmetry

i

._J



is obtained by pointing the symmetry axis of the particle to 272 positions almost

uniformly distributed over an imaginary sphere centered on the particle. Perfect

uniformity cannot be achieved - a fact known to the ancient Greeks who discovered

that only 4, 6, 8, 12 or 20 points could be so distributed over a sphere.

However, by distributing points over a pentagon in an almost uniform manner,

one can combine 12 such pentagons to form a dodecahedron -one of the five regular

figures which can be inscribed in a sphere. In this sense, we obtain the closest

approximation possible to uniformity.

2.7.1 Uniform_ distribution_ of_al^._orientations_of_the_single_cylinders

The single cylinders C41 and 12 have both an axios of rotational symmetry and

a plane of symmetry perpendicular to this axis. The cylinders ware orientated

so that their axis of symmetry was successively pointing to 1/8 of the 272

orientations determined as described above. The 34 orientations were chosen

as described in appendix A for axial symmetric particles with a plane of

symmetry perpendicular.to the symmetry axis. Also 8 fixed orientations including

alignment of the symmetry axis with the incident ,, ^ and 9 -vectors were
investigated; but the results are excluded from the present study.

2.7.2 Uniform distribution of all orientations of a "bird's-nest"

The "bird's-nest" type dust grains are asymmetrical. Thus only the symmetry

relation d defined in appendix A prevails. All possible orientations using

the laboratory orientation mechanism are independent as long as the tilt axis

does not coincide with the bisectrix of the complement to e. We will first

consider the orientation of "bird's-nests" consisting of cylinders aligned for

perpendicular incidence. To keep the cylinder axes perpendicular to the incident

radiation we-are only free to rotate the target around the azimuth axis. Let

X a 0 be an ,arbitrary orientacio.n around the azimuth axis. The target is then

orientated to' 3600- AX with increments of AX. At each orientation, measurements

are petformed until the standard deviation of their mean is less than a pre-

-selected value (with a minimum of 21 and maximum of 10,000 measurements). As

can be seen in Fig. 4.2 the scattered intensity oscillates heavily as the

target is rotated, as a result or interference of the contributions from

individual scatterers. The periodicity p of the oscillations is dependent on

the scattering angle. This phenomenon is discussed in appendix B. To avoid

systematic errors we choose AX << p. This condition leads to several thousand

orientations at the higher scattering angles. If the "bird's-nest" consists

of randomly orientated cylinders we may also rotate around the tilt axis, or

fi
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.to 10 6 - 10 7 orientations. At an average rate of 10 sec per orientation, the

time required is of the order of a year or more. Instead the 272 orientations

resulting frgm a cc,abination of 12 pentagons were used.

2.8 The Targets Selected

Of the 17 targets used in the measurements, eleven represent agglomerates

of, or single, homogeneous silicate cylinders. The remaining six targets

represent agglomerates of, or Single, silicate-core - ice-mantle cylinders.

It is convenient to refer to 21 separate sets of measurements as represented

in the fold out page, because som targets have been investigated at two wave-

lengths or At differing orientations. In the group of ten targets nine sets of

measurements (B41R, U41R, C41R, B21R, B11R, 1141R, C41A, P11 and T41A, where the

two digits stands for the elongation of individual cylinders and the final

letters A for aligned and R for random) and one (12R in the group of six targets)

were selected to illuminate the multiple scattering problem and provide tests

for the theory. Target 12 represents a single interstellar grain, and its

scattering characteristics are therefore of interest for other astronomical

applications as well. The rest of these scatterers do not represent likely

cosmic grains at visual wavelengths, with the possible exception of T41A.

All the other pure silicate "bird's-nests", model cometary debris from which

the volatiles have erroded before or after fragmentation. The silicate-core-

-ice-mantle group of targets represent pieces from comets that have remained

premordial.

The agglomerates correspond to the 1.5 - 6 pm diameter range at a - 5000 A

and our biggest model for actual cometary debris corresponds to a 3 pm particle.

This is dictated by the laboratory constraints. Actual comet debris, however,

have a rather wide size distribution and the optically most important zodiacal

light particles are thougl`,C to be in the 10 - 100 um size range (Weinberg and

Sparrow, 1978). For future interpretation of scattering from larger dust

particles an approximate theory is developed in chapter 3.

f
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Chapter 3

r___

SCATTERING APPROXIWrIONS FOR

SOME INHOMOGENEOUS PARTICLES

OR SCATTERING SYSTEMS

3.1 Scattering 	 LoE^a Wavelengths Compared to the Inhomopeneties of The L

Mutual Distances

We may divide the inhomogeneous target material into volume elements that are

small compared to the wavelength a of the incident radiation. If the material

is randomly inhomogeneous there is a wavelength such that the integrated.

polarizability over the volume elements is uniform. At this and larger wave-

lengths the particle acts like a homogeneous scatterer with the index of

refraction m given by

	

0%0 = 1 + 2n P ,	 (3.1)

where P is the induced dipole moment	 up	 m nt per nit volume.

92 The Target u_..__S _a _y__a..& iva Target ruses tint wrte:n tit	 1.0

When a is made short enough some volume elements contain individual molecules

while other are vacuum. If the mutual distances between volume elements with

m # 1 are A), a each volume acts like an individual scatterer. The extinction

and dispersion in a dilute medium of N randomly spaced scatterers with forward

scattering amplitude. S(0) is discussed by van de Hulst (1957, p. 32). It is

shown that a wave travelling through the medium suffers a phase lag and

attenuation, that can be represented by the complex index of refraction m of

a homogeneous material,

M =	 ^2rrN

	

1 - i S(0) 	 .	 (3.2)
k3

Let x - O be the boundary of the target material. Then we may write the

incident electric field

E - eiwt	 (3.3)

and the field incident from the negative z direction on the particle with

coordinate yi ,zi in the scattering plane as

k
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E ,^ $-iksim + ^iwt k	 I
(3.4)

Combining seq. 3.3 and 3.40

The field scattered from the targe» to the point y,n in the ;Ear field is

given by

	

y^bi,	
a-ik ti'(y-yi) 2 + O -ni) z m+ iwt

	

E t S arctan --- 	 (I.6)ES 	 x-^	
ik (y-y^ (x--xi) z

or in units of the radiation incident on the scatterer,

E$ .. Saretan 	 Eoi	 (3,7)

Z	 Z

Insertation of eq. 3.5 into 3.7 gives

	

y-y .	 -tik( ^'(y-yx) 2 + (a-Z,) 2 + Zi) m
Ea - S arctan Z-Z	 °	 E°	 (3.8)

	

i	
ik N °(y-yi ) 2 + (s-ai) z

The total scattered intensity from 11 particles is simply,

•	 N	 2

S(tl, a )	 E Esi (y,a) .	 (3.9)
ia1

In the forward direction 
y#yi 

thus eq. 3.8 becomes

S(0)
•-ikzm

E	
e	

E	 (3.10)
a	

zk(z-xi) °

so that the amplitude but not the phase of the forward scattered wave depends

on the particle location. Thus the scattered radiation is strongly peaked in

the forward direction because of interference. Note that in the Limit where

j
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the material of infinite dimensions 3s hotoogeneous X(4), 9 0 0 vanishes. If

the Rayleigh approximation S(0) • Wo for the forward scattering by the volume

elements is substituted the mean index of refraction can be written from eq 3.2

M 	 U*N
	

(3.11)

where a is the polarizahility of the particle. The assumption made in deriving

eq. 3.2 is that the system of scatterers is dilute, which implies that m '+ 1.

In this limit the Lorentz-Lorenz ,formula

^'	 (3.12)4^taN^^3m
	 1)

M2 * 2

can be rewritten as

47roN rw m^2	 1 vj 2 (m — 1)	 (3.13)

so that the two formulae are equivalent for m m 1. This relationship is pointed

out by van de Hulst (1957).

So far we have discus6ed the extreme cases where X ^> the dimensions of the

Individual scatterers and further more their mutual distances are either cC a

or ► X. The discussion and the formulae in this section apply to any dilute

system of scatteters separated by distances large compared to a and to the

particle dimensions with the appropriate solution for S(0).

3.3 Particles Very Large Compared to the Wavelength

The condition in the previous section was that the distawce between scatterers

3, X. 7;his implie c that the formula derived in that section only apply to

scattering systems ^O X. In this particular case the incident plane wave£ront

of infinite extent can be thought of as consisting of separate rays that persue

their own path. The condition is that the ray of length L must have a width of

the order of LX corresponding to the first few 'Fresnel zones. The rays passing

along the particle form a plane wave from which a part in the form and size of

the geometrical cross section of the particle is missing. This incomplete wave-

front by Huygens' principle produces the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern at

small scattering angles ( see van doHa lst 1957 0 p. 24, or any textbook in basic

scattering theory). The Fraunhofer diffraction is unpolarized, and by definition

independent of the internal structure of the particles. Furthermore, the

restrictions on target shape are not very rigorous. At larger scattering angles

the scattering resulting from eq. 3.9 where the summation is mdde over the whole

j

f
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ensemble, dominates, An inteVeating result is known 40 Babinet's principle

(van de Hulot, 1957). We will make the classical set of :imaginary experJmonts;

(1) we replace the particle 1>y a disc; that totally blocks an area of the wave-
front of the same shape and size as the geometrical cross section. The diffrac-•

tion observed is identical with that of the particle blocking the wavefront,

(2) If instead the whole wavefront 3s covered, except for a hole of the same

geometry AS the particle cross aseetion, n olmilar diffraction pattern is seen,
but the electric fields are of opposite signs. (3) Obviously, if we were to

combine the two diffraction patterns (1) and (2), they cancel each other by

destructive interference, In (3) we do not block any part of the wave ainr

therefore the wavefront must remain undisturbed. Let a be a typical dimension

for the particle (for spheres we lets we the radius). Then similarly, it we

place a large particle, with the inde:A; of refraction m 1 *	 in the homo-
g

,ffa

eneous wavefront, the diffraction Pattern (1) is partially cancelled. The

restriction on m means that the phone difference between light rays that have-

passed aside the particle and the transmitted waive is small,

The resulting scattering pattern for the large scatterers discussed in

this section is strongly peaked in the forward direction where the FraunhofCer

diffraction pattern (1) dominates. If the condition m Q4 1 + a
 isis fulfilled,

^.__ U: t L rac_UA.Qr ._..«......... has the 	 shoneshoe .R in C 1) but is lower in.	 . or n. mostnitudtiai E: R7.l:i:cua: {.iVl4 (JS,i:.,c a. .a s,e+o	 ... .s....r	 .•....-- __ .__  	 _	 e,

In other directions the scattering given by eq. 3.9 dominates. The side-

-scattering depends strongly on particle shape and size and goes generally

tj)rough a large number of oscillations as a function of 6. As an example, an

oiAsemble of scatterers in tha sliaipe of a hexahe,lron aligned along the axes
X,Y,Z, define=d in section 2,4 will sea,,ter in phase at 0 A 0, T(0) R (,X Z (0))2.

If the target conta Ins N truly randomly located scatterers and the thickness is

n^ where n is a lar e integral, number and 
itt 

is the wavelength inside the

target, lim(T(1800))	 E l:? (1801) . ,1: 1i (1800). It the dimensions along the
tI *_	 low! z	 7101 

Y- and Z-axes each Lire mupliples o£ ;gym, then	 (X(90°)) ^wEl 1. (900). if m

s'isotropic (randomly oriented scatterers) eq. 3.9 is indpenendent of the state

of polarization of the scattered radiation. Therefore the degree of polarization

is small where the Franhofer diffraction domintates and approacheat that for

individual scatterers as 6 increases.



3.4 Ex a^ cted.Fffects on tho Scatterin p, Partorn as the Target Size Decrease,;

`.i

The Fraunhofer diffraction putt ern wil extend to higher scattering angles

and docrease in telAtive Lot al intensity when the target size decreases, The
interference patterr. (ech. 3.9) rema `na -o-as true ti .ve father ouc and the number

of oscillations in the arakte;°e,d ia.tenhity as a funarion of 0 dee reases, As

the number of individual scatterers decreases, the angular distribution

becomes inercaasingty depenJet-W, on the relative location of scatterers, because
the phase differences betvees = caontributl ons tram individu<1t scatterers

fluctuates statifitically around	 valve at. *-#M at; different
but always random distributioun of the minita sample of acatverars are chosen.

This effect: is observed in the laboratory its :oss i.l.lationr. in the scattered

signal, when the ensemble Is rotaLod at a fix 6c4tteri,ig angle. 'Th3t's effect

and it dependence on 0 is discussed in appendix B.

3.5 Expected Effects on the Scattering Pattern as the Distanca between

Scatterers Decreases

The components of the polarizaability voctor joining individual scatterers, and

multiply scattered radiation, will increase in importance when the distances

between scatterers decrease. 'these two effects c ar. not easc ly be evnl.uated

partially because the panicles are not in each, other farfields any longer.
We resort: to the micro-wave laboraatory.

3.6 The Single-Scatter in Approximation

Both mingle- and secondary--scattering computations were performed for T41A

consisting of 123 ran domly located 4:1--elongation silicate cylinders all

aligned perpendicular to the scattering plaane, each with the circumference-

-to-wavelength ratio or size parameter x x 0,47 in a spherical ensemble

with size parameter X a 10.04. For each cylinder the scattered intensity

and phase respectively were computed separately, This was dictated by the

limitation of core size available in the computer.

3.6.1 Intensity

For the finite cylinders with x - 0.47 the particless are too small to provide

reliable experimental data as individuals. Also the infinite cylinder

computations are not readily normalized (see appendix b) because the intensity

at a distance r in the far zone is proportional to r' 1 rather than r2 as for

finite targets. Therefore, we have substituted appropriately normalized

spheroid calculations. Each cylinder is replaced by an equal volume spheroid

whose scattering is computed using the Rayleigh approximation.

t

t
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3.6.2 Phase

The phase is defined with respect to an imnginary wave deflected at the target

site in vacuum. The optical part of radition scattered off a cylinder A (A,Ot,H)

in the "birds-nest" of radiva P And with wean index of refracLion m eq . m' irn",

is

d.. (( /1 -P /,3 )t1 -m 1 ) +t^rl +A%	 (3.14)

sae Fig. 3.1.

n
Le r.	 r	 b' sin' (0)p

rx » nc:osO) coax)

y	 Dcos(p) sin(a)	 (3.15)

Then;

e74 V r2 - y2 + x

AeQ r2_	 (0) + w,sin(0))^ - xcos(a) .. bsin(e)

WxA » &2 _ U2 + x

A0̀ - 0?	 (r)	 :car	 z w xc:ot3(4) - ysin ( G)	 '(3.16)

The result;<ng phase, where pbA
 

0; the phase ahitt over the cylinder, is

Pli	 (f• - `^^^i) 2̂ F P"A 	(3.17)

Note thatm' in eq. 3.14 formally results from secondary scattering.

3.6.3 Some _Predictions _by^the_sin^l^^t^c^tterin^^sE^t :oxim^tian

The maximum phase shift in the e » 0 direction over the ensemble with radius

R is given by

LT!PH V m 2kmE^	 1)X a 16 
R 

P	 (3.18)

where the dipole moment P per unit volume is proportional to NR_ 3 and N is the

number of identical agglomerated particles, thus P max-NR' 2 and the inter-
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Fig. 3.1	 xhM single Scattering geometry. A is the location of the
scattering cylinder with spherical coordinates D,a,P.
ASS. is the perpendicular distance between A and the incident
wavefront tangent to the "bird-nest" with radius R. Aw is
the perpendicular distance between A and an imaginary scattered
wavn_front tanget to the "bird's-nest". J

____A
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Terence pattern becomes increasingly constructive; as the ensemble expands or

11 decreases. In the limit' rn -+1, eq. 3.14 becomes 7 - W^A * AWE . The position

(D,a,d) of a cylinder can be written (Xd,a,R). Then

W—A R + Xdcos(Ocos(O

Aw.	 R - Xdcos 0) cos (a - 0) ,	 (3.19)
and

PH - Xdcos((3) (cos (a) - cos (a - W11 * ph	 (3.20)

It is seen that in this approximation the dependence of A or, a and d vanishes
at d - 0, where the interference pattern depends only on ph, the phase shift

over single cylinders. Eq. 3.20 can be rewritten

PH - phA 	 cos(R)sin(a 2)sin(0),	 (3.21)

where it is seen that P1A and therefore the phase differences and their

dependence on a and . d are proportional to X and increase with e.

3.7 Secondary Scattering; Approximation

3.7.) Intensity

In the previous section each cylinder was assumed to scatter the light incident

on the agglomerate independently of all other cylinders. However, some of the

light may be absorbed or scattered by other cylinders. This is the phenomenon

of extinction represented by the imaginary part of the index or refraction.

The thus scattered light will irradiate the cylinders from directions deviating

from that of light incident on the agglomerate as a whole. However, we assume

that the cylinders 1 ';look l'i,nfinite at a distance comparable to their length so

chat tte cylinders are in effect irradiated at perpendicular incidence. Let

X be the incident intensity on cylinder A(DA ,aA ,(3A ), then the intensity IB

scattered of A and incident on cylinder B(DB ,aB4
O

B) approximated by the far-

-field solution is the cylindrical wave

	

.TA F((P) (2 - IDA si.nE3, 	- D sin(f^B) I )

x  = -___	 ('j 22)
k	 D2cus2 (^ ) + 9 2 cos" ($) - 2D cos( t3) D cos( )cos ( a - a) 1 .

A	 A	 Fl	 13	 A	 A B	 N	 A.	 B

where £ is the length of the cylinders and ep is the angle between the direction

	

of the incident radiation and the direction to B. The parenthesis in the 	 ,

numerator denotes the length of B illuminated by A (the perpendicular projection

of A on B) if this is 0 or negative no secondary scattering is assumed to

°	 °'occur. The 1', , element in F((p) varies only by 13% between P= 0 and 180-(Fig.
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Fig. 3.2 The geometry for the secondary scattering approximation. The
light is first scattered by A and then by B. In the secondary
scattering approximation £ab is the length of B illuminated

by A.
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4.7) and to save computer core P((p) is approximated by the mean value 0,095

at all (p l s. Also the phase function for cylinder B is approximated by this

value. The intenPi.ty of the secondary scattering in X1 is thus isotropic at

the far field, at which the dimension of the "bird's-nest" can be neglected

compared to the distance 0 to the observer. The intensity of the radiation

first scattered off A and then off B is,

IP
1AB  ^- (Q - IDA sinOd - Dein(od 1)

k 

(3.23)

3.7„2 Phase

The optical path is given by

AB m'	 DA2cos2( SA) + D2cos 2 ( RB} - 2DADBcos ( OA)cos(SB)cos(aA ° aB)

(3.24)

where m' is, the real pant of the index . of refraction as determined by eq.

3.1 or 3. -2. The total phase shift is then;

PH	 27r + phA + phB	
(3.25)

where phA = phB = ph is the phase shift clue to the scattering by the cylinders.

In the Rayieigh approximation ph = U0 , while for spheres of the same size-

parameter as the cylinders, Mie theory predicts ph close to 1.7 0 in I at all
3.

0's. ph = 1.70 is used in these computations.
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Chapter 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND

VERIFICATION OF THE "INTERFERENCE" THEORY

4.1 A gg lomerates of Homogeneous Cylinders

4.1.1 The single_ scattering_approx . tion_applied_to T41A

TOM

	

	 125 x = 0.47, 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders aligned perpendicular

to the scattering plane within an X - 10.04 sphere.

In the single scattering approximation the scattering from each cylinder is

replaced by the Rayleigh approximation for an equal volume V prolate spheroid

with the same elongation as the cylinders. The polarizabi,lity a i along the major

axis i - 1 and the minor axis j - 2 is given by

V .L.+	 1 -	 (4..1)	 I
4ai	 J. m2 -1

Let e 2 1 - (b/a) 2 where a and b are the length of the semi-major and -minor

axes respectivly, then for the depolarization factor y we have

2
L	 1 - e (-1 + 1 In 1 + e)	 (4.2)

1	 e2	 2e	 1 - e

and

L + 2L	 1	 (4.3)

Using b/a = 1/4, it follows that:

L 1 	 0.0754,	
(4.4)

L	 0.4623.
2

For details we refere to van de Hulst (1957, p. 70). Using the index of refraction

(m - 1.618 -- 0.0051) obtained from the larger tasted cylinder. (see sec. 2.6.1, p.19)

in eq. 4.1 we obtain:
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a^	 0.02596 - 0.00023i,

(4.5)
a	 0.01666 - 0.00010i.
2

'The scattered fi!,ld entering in eq. 3.9 is obtained from the scattering tensor:

S S	 a cos(e) 0
2	 9	 2

, 'ik s	(4.6)
S S	 0	 a
4	 1 ^i	 w	 1

The cylinders are embedded in the expanded polystyrene matrix material with

index of refraction m o (assumed real). The mean index of refraction meq of the
ensemble used to compute the optical path of light travelling inside the "bird's-

nest" is given by eq. 3.1 and may be written

"eq . mo + 2nP.	 (4.7)

The dipole moments P pet unit volume for the electric vector parallel 0 1) and

perpendicular (22) to the aligned particle axes are given by

V	 zPl i	 N	 1; +	 41r 
yens

1 1	 m2-1

(4.8)

P	

V	 1
22 

N 
L + 1	 Ott dens
2 m2 -1

where: Tens is the volume of the ensemble.

Using the computed values of P for radiation polarized parallel and

perpendicular to the spheroid axis, we finde

m l 1 - mo + 0.060,	 m" a 5 • 10-4,
^x

M2 2 .. mo + 0.038 ,	 m" sj 2 • 10`4
(4.9)

22

as expected, m" << m'-1 so that the ensemble material acts like a dielectric.

The scattered intensity given by eq. 3.9 is dependent on the orientation of the

ensemble (defined by the angle x, see sec. 2.4). The details of this scattering



pattern depends on the exact location of the individual cylinders. In the 	
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theoretical target the cylinders were distributed using a random number

generator, whereas in the experimental target each particle was inserted

by hand in as close an approximation to randomness as possible. The resulting

X -dependence given by the theory iFig. 4,1) and the experiment (Fig, 4.2)

are therefore seen to differ in detail but to show the same over-all

characteristics. The run of the standard deviation o, (8) of the scattered

radiation IZ. ( 0), nortirI ixed to Vi j (0) is a measure of the isotropy of the

optical properties of the scatterer. The ratio aii (011i j (0) is independent

of the gain of the apparatus and is likely to contain extensive information

about the in4ernal struc=ture and shape of particles. The predicted and

measured run of u2 j/lsj with 0 are compared in Figs. 4.9 (i-,j-1) and 4.10

(i-j-2). To simulate a Cloud of similar agglomerates, the scattered intensity

, at each scattering angle w4s averaged over 72 orientations. The resulting

angular distribution from both experiment and theory is shown in Figs. 4.3
and 4.4 for radiation polarized along the cylinder axes (perpendicular to the

scattering plane) and. perpendicular to the cylinder axes (in the scattering

plane) respectivly, The Fr.aunhofer diffraction pattern which is confi-ned to

the forward acattering hemisphere, and expected to dominate for larger

agglomerates at small scattering angles is still seen and well represented by

MierTheory, although the sis,c of the ensemble is as small as X - 10.04,

If we replace. the linito c=ylinders by equal length portions of infinite

cylinders in the theoretical golution, the magnitude of the scattered intensity

is increased by a factor as 3 (Fi=gs. f.5 and 4.6) because the scattering by an

infinite cylinder i.,, co—,rLiijtrs+red prf-ci yely in the scattering cone while the

scattering by a firnitu %ylindt:. izz :spread by diffraction (Lind, 1966,
Greenberg, 1974). In this case eq. 3.2 was used to compute met,. The shape of
the angular distribution is quite similar. When the scattering Censor entering

in eq. ;3.9 was replaced by the exact solution for infinite cylinders normalized

to 'the Rayleigh approximation for spheroids (eq. 4.6), the solution using the

Rayleigh approximation alone was closely repru4uced but the experimental values

were further approached. This was expected as a comparison between the shape

of the scattering from the cylinder to the Rayleigh approximation (Fig. 4.7)

illustrates the well-known fact that back-scattering is overestimated in the

Rayleigh approximation.
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X

X

Fig. 4.2b and c Scattering intensity versus azimuthal angle for an ensemble
of randomly aligned x - 0.47 acrylic cylinders Gar - 1.61)
with elongation 2:1. The cylinders are diattibuted within a
"sphere" of radius 5.0 cm which is rotated about different
axes.
b) 12 M intensity for incident and received radiation polarized

perpendicular to the scattering plane.
C) 12 = intensity for incident and received radiation polarized

parallel to the s p attering plane.
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4.1.2 The secondary-scatteri.ng.bx-`i'•# MA

The secondary-scattering approximatlon derived in see. 3.7 assumes that the

near fiold around a ncatt.er ng cylinder ban Lo approximated by the far-field

solution. It is seen from Pip.. 4.5 th-,rt tier secondary ,;ci)ttvred intensity is

overestimated by LhiS appro;at h. 'M!,,; ccocl uslon Is Forthcr supported by the

fact that we sec- the deepdeep dip in ^ * ► rosind 900 that would tend to be filled	 A

in by multiple scattering, Note t!.at thu 1:► t)oratory h:; q a finite ankulnr

a esulut%on.

4.1,.E Remarks and conclusionsor T.4 -0A.

The individual cylinders have mirror sN%anerry n the-. scattering ptane and

thus do no* by them self give rise to cross-polarizrition. The "bird 's-nest"

does not possess su h sy=etry, but the cross-polnrixac Lon components were

too small to be detected in the laboratory (<'1). In analogy co extinction

by a very large ohjec•t, such as an appl.p, i n visual light, the extinction

cross section in the far fiend (twice Lhe geometrical cross section for the

ripple) seems to be larger thin in tb:e net-Ir f ield (onci: the geometrical cross

section). We thus tend to ovor-estir^Atc the importance* of multiple scattering.

+Cha eina7n_enatlrrints annrnirie.t +trixin ;tsiu-,5usve anema rn sati-tbatnry renroduce

the experiment especially in the b;.rk-,graLtvring heirisphere. At small

scattering angles, Hie-theory	 diffraction) gradually becomes I

batter approximation. They degre%̂  of solar nation shown in rig. 4.8 exhibits

a number of oscillations at 4 < 960 rh:.t are attributed to they bircfringent

character of the ensemb1Q.

t

r
k
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Fig. 4.3 Theoretical and experimental intensities versus scattering angle
for the ensemble T41A of 4:1 elongation aligned cylindrical, particles
with size parameter 2%a/A . 0.47. ? is the intensity for radiation
polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. Dotted curve is
the arithmetic sum of individual particle scattering intensities;
solid curve is the Mie theory result for the ensemble treated as a
homogeneous sphere with an equivalent index of refraction (see
Equations 4.7 — 4.4); dashed curve is for the ensemble. scattering
treated cope-eoLly and averaged statistically using the single scattering,
"interference" approximation (see text for explanation) the scattering
by individual cylinders has been approximated by that of equal volume
spheriods using the Rayleigh approximation; circles are the experimental
results.
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	 Same as Fig. 4.3 except 122 is the intensity £or radiation
polarized in the scattering playe.
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Fig. 4.5 Same as Vig.4.3 except in the theoretical, computations the
finite cylinders are approximated by equal length portions of
infinite cylinders. The dots includes the secondary scattering
approximation, triangles are the single scattering approximation
and the solid curve the mie-computations using an index retraction
given by eq. 3.2. Squares are the experimental results.
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	Fig. 4.6	 Same as Fig. 4.5 except I 	 is the intensity for radiation
polarized in the scattering, plane.
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Fig. 4.7 Theoretical intensities versus scattering angle used to approximate
the scattering by the finite cylinders at perpendicular incidence
making up the ensemble T41A.. Vor, comparison the exact solution for
the spheriod was computed using a computer code provided by R.
Schaefer for details we refer to R. Schaefer, 1980.
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Fig. 4.8 Theoretical and experimental degree of polarization versus scattering
angle for the ensemble T41A composed of 125, 4:1 elongation aligned
cylinders. Solid curve is the arithmetic sum of scattering by
individual particles; dashed curve is the Mie theory rernit for the
ensemble treated as a sphere with a corresponding isotropic index
of refraction obtained through eq. 3.12 dots are for the ensemble
scattering approximated by the single scattering "interference" theory
(see text for explanation) the cylinders have been approximated by equal
volume Rayleigh spheroids; crosses are the experimental results.
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Fig. 4.9 Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (dots) normalized standard
deviation of scattered intensity versus scattering angle from the
ensemble T41A of 125, x = 0.4; aligned 4:1 elongation cylinders as
the ensemble is rotatecl'in azimuth. X 11 is the intensity for radiation
polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane.
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Fig. 4.10	 Same as Fig. 4.9 except 1 22 is the intensity for radiation polarized
in the scattering plane.
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Y

4.1.4 Scattering-from„P11.,_a-two-dimensional "bird's-nest"

P11;	 156, x - 0.47, 1:1 -elongation homogeneous lucite cylinders randomly

aligned .Atbi.n an X = 19.76 circular disc.

The scattering of each cylinder can be closely approximated by that of a single

dipole. The wimple geometry of the ensemble yield well separated predictions

by single, multiple and by dependent scattering approximations, 	 I

Target F11 was first orientated such that the plane containing the

scatterers was perpendicular to the scattering plane. The azimuth angle X refers

to the angle , between the plane of the targets and the incident 10 vector (see

Fig. 4.11).

W

k 

Fig« 4.11 Orientation of target P11 during measurements presented in Figs.
4.12 and 4.13. The plane containing the scatterers is perpendicular
to the scattering plane kVa (YZ), y, is the angle in the scattering
plane between the incident radiation to and the plane containing

the scatterers.

In Fig. 4.12, the averages I (X) and I (X) over * are represented by
11	 22

the solid and dashed curves, respectively, at 0 - 450 and the same quantities

at 0 = 900 are shown in Fig. 4.13 We sex that in all cases a maximum occures

at X s 0/2. At this orientation, ken = k6  where n is the normal to the plane

containing the scatterers. This is the well known condition for reflection

from an infinite plane. As the plane is finite in our case, we expect inter-

ference patterns which simply correspond to the diffraction pattern that would

J
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be obiserved if the plane was homogeneous. The scattering pattern is therefore

synrnetrical around the maximum. At 0 - 900 , the individual cylinders have a

N,e1.y sharp dip in I 
22' 

Thus, obs rvati.ons of X 
22 

(X) at 0 » 900 yield information

about, the importance of multiple and dependent scattering. The X W 0/2

or entati.on corresponds to the Brewster angle of an infinite plane. Thus,

rather than the maximumat this orientation being seen for X' 11 , dependent

scattering predicts a minimum in X
zz

. Dependent and multiple scattering are

also expected to give rise to cross-polarization when the agglomerate does not

possess mirror symmetry in the fiCaLtering plane. This occurs when the plane of

the scatterers deviates from the scattering plane and does not contain the

perpendicular to this plane. Significant cross-polarization could not be

detected at any orientation, and it is seen in Fig. 4.13 that there is no dip

in the X'22 component at X - 45 0 and 0 - 900 . We conclude that multiple and

dependent scattering are much weaker than single scattering for this target.

1

4

__ A
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Fig. 4.12 Scattering averaged over Y at 0 = 1 10 by the two dimensional
ensemble of scatterers P11 shown in Fig. 4.11 as the ensemble
is rotated in azimuth around the X-axis, solid curve is the
I 1 , component of scattered intensity; dashed curve is the h 2
componenc.
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4.1.5 Scattering -from^U41A-and C41

U41A:	 43, x - 1.88, 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders aligned parallel

to each other within an X . 25.03 sphere.

,C41:	 1, x - 1.88, 4:1 -elongati,oi; homogeneous cylinder.

The differences between T41A and U41A are:

1) The cylinder size parameter x has been increased a factor 4, such that scatter-

ing f1,om the individual cylinder C41 could be detected ir, the laboratory.

11) The "bird's-nest" size parameter X has been increased a factor 2.5.

111) The average polaeizability per unit volume as determined by eq. 3.1, is

increased by fitting 43 cylinders into the "bird's-nest" rather than 30.5

in the same volume.

It is evident from Fig. 4.14 that the ensemble does not act like a sum of

the individual cylinders. The scattered intensity per cylinder is much lower

for i: ►ue agglomerated cylinders than for independent ident ical cylinders C41A

in the range of 0 covered by the experiment. A sharp rise in both X and I	 1
ii	 zz

is expected both from constructive interference and from Fraunhof+er diffraction

at smaller 0 1 9. This target seems to be well suited for ii.vcotiFjat+'on of

multiple and/or dependent scattering effects that may have flattened Out the

angular distribution. As a result, the run of the degree of polarization with

0 (Pig. 4.15) is .flatter and generally lower than for individual cylinders.

In an attempt to separate an eventual enchancement in T
Li 

independent of the

cylinder orientations, U41A was aligned such that the cylinder axes were

-parallel to the scattering plane (^ - 900) and X = O r) , The resulting angular

distribution of the scattered light (Fig. 4.16b) has a double peak in 1 around

e - 1000 whereas a single peak can be seen in I
22 . 

However, the observed peaks

are much too woak to fill in the d1p in I at perpendicular incidence and

0 a 1050 , For comparison the scattering by the similarly orientated single

cylinder C41 identical to the 43 cylinders in U41A is shown in Fig. 4.16a. We

note that the peak around 0 2X = 120 0 characteristic of elongated targets,

has almost vanished for the spherical ensemble.

In conclusion, it seems probable that the scattering by the ensemble is

smoothed out by multiple scattering with respect to that by .ndividual cylinders.
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Fig. 4.14 Intensities per cylinder versus scattering angle for x x 1.88 cylinders.
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dots are the experimental values for T. and I respectively. The
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component for the ensemble U41A,
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Fig. 4.16a Scattered intensities in units of the potential created over
the detector versus scattering angle, from the 40 -elongation
x ,. 1.88 ^ylinder C41r, The axis of symmetrg is contained in the
scattering plane and makes an angle (p - 60 with the direction
of the incident radiation 1"o. During this experiment the back-
ground was not compensated for. The uncompensated background
radiation is displayed in the same units in appendi°

6)
Fig. 4.16b Scattered intensities in units of the potential created over

the detector versus scattering angle, frcm the 43 aligned x
1.88, 4:1 -elongation cylinders confined into the ensemble U41A.
tP - bqo for each individual cylinder. During the experiment the
background was not compensated for. The uncompensated background
radiation is displayed {n the same units in appendix L.
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4.1.6 U41R and C41R

MR:	 43, x - 1,88, 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within Ar. X - 20.08 sphere.

C41Rs	 It x . 1.88, 4; 1 -elongation homoguncous cylinder, the averajes are

taken over random orientations.

The differences between U41R and U41A are:

I) The 43 cylinders are not only randomly located as in U41A but also randomly

orientated rather than aligned-porp4ndicular to the scattering plane.

11) The size of the spherical ensemble is decreased from X - 25.09 to 20,08,

The difference between C41R and C41A is;

I)

	

	 The measurements C41R are performed over uniformly distributed orientations

to simulated randomness. The actual target C41 is identical in the two

experiments.

The angular dependence of the two polarization components 
X11 

and r22 in

experiment C41R are quite similar and approximately straight lines up to 0 .. 90°

on the lofarithmic plot in pig, 4,17. Altbeigh very shallow, the dip at 0 Fu 1050

in .r	 can still be seen. Otherwise Grata seatteill{ P U^nr.vc +ra ..,.......,...1 f Ai.	 ---
Y1

very little backscattering up to the last measurement; r' 0 0 165°. This

scattari.ng curve is discussed in more detail, by Schuerman at al. (1980) and compared

to those for a selection of 28 targets of various size and shape. As the cylinders

in target U41R are randomly aligned, the resulting averaged index of refractioiY

over a portion of the agglomerate is iriependent of the polarization of the

incident and scattered light. Thus, the single-scattering approximation predict^

the same changes in all polarization components (shown in Fig. 4.18). Higher-

-order scattering and/or dependent scattering would add a polarization-dependent

phase shift with respect to the single scattering. The difference in the degree

of,polarization of light scattered from the single cylinder and from the agglomerate

respectively Fig. 4.19 thus illustrates the importance of these effects,

r
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Fig.	 4.17 Measured scattered intensities averaged over uniform orientations
versus scattering angle for the x = 1.88,	 4:1 --elongation homo-
geneous cylinder C41R.
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Fig. 4.18 Measured scattered intensities per cylinder versus scattering angle
for 43, x = 1.88, 4:1 -elongation cylinders randomly located and
orientated in the X c 20.08 spherical ensemble U41R averaged over
uniform orientations, of the agglomerate.
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Fig. 4.19 Measured degree of polarization averaged over uniform orientations
versus scattering angle for the x = 1.88, 4:1 -elongation single
cylinder C41R and for the "spherical" X = 20.08 ensemble U41R of
43 such cylinders.
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4.1.7 Dependence_on-cylinder-elongation

TOR:	 125, x - 0.47 0 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X - 10.04 sphere.

,.B41R:	 125, x - 1.74 0 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within ar X - 37.25 sphere„

T21R:	 240, x w 0.47 0 2:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned
within an X - 10.04 sphere.

B21R:	 240, x a 1.74, 2:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within art X - 37.25 sphere.

T11R:	 539, x = 0.47, 1:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X - 10.04 sphere.

BIM:	 539, x o 1.74 0 1:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X w 37.25 sphere.

TOR, T21R and T11R represent three agglomerates differing in the length-

-to-diameter ratio of the individual cylinders, the average polarizability is	 I
kept constant by varying the number of cylinders. B41R, B21R and B11R are the

same targets, respectively, but the measurements were performed at the

millimeter-wave laboratovy at Bochum. T41R and B41R are compared in the next

section (4.1.8) for colour effects. It seems from Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and

4.23 showing the scattering functions as a function of 0 for T41R, T21R, TS1R

and B41R, B21R and B11R, respectively, that the cylinder elongation has a

negligible effect on the scattered intensities averaged over all target orienta-

tions. However, the dependence on orientation described by the standard deviation

v of the 272 measurements should be a measure of the target isotropy. In Fig.

4.24 the normalized standard deviation a/S is plotted as a function of 0. rt is

seen that o/I Zenerally decreases with the length of the silicate rods, which

are thus more evenly distributed. Scattering in the forward direction is

dominated by the Fraunhofer diffraction, which is almost independent of the

orientation of the spherical agglomerate. We note also that the phase of the

scattered radiation from individual cylinders and therefore the resulting inter-

ference pattern depends most heavily on meq and the size of the agglomerate at

sufficiently small scattering angles. In the case discussed here., X(meq - 1)

4C%,  and therefore the interference is generally constructive; i.e., the

dependence on target orientation is small. At larger scattering angles, on the

othp,: hand, the phase depends more heavily on locations of the particles within

the ensemble. It is therefore widely differing from particle to particle. The
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interferencI)e pattern as the target T21 p is successively rotated around a few

axes perpendicular to the scattering plane is shown at 1350 scattering angle

in Figures 4.2b and 4 ,.2c; on p. 42.
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Fig. 4.20 Measured scattered intensities averaged over uniform orientations
versus scattering angle for three X = 10.04 "spherical" ensembles
of randomly orientated x = 0.47 cylinders. There are 125, 4:1
-elongation cylinders in target T41R, 240, 2:1 -elongation cylinders
in T21R and 539; 1:1 -elongation cylinders in T11R. I were too
small (!S0.1) to give reliable data.	 12
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Fig. 4.21x, Measured scattered intensities averaged over rotation in azimuth
about five different axes of the target in experiment B11R. The X

37.25 ensemble of 539, x - 1.74, 1;1 -elongation randomly located
and orientated cylinders is the same target as T11R but irradiated
by the 1 - 8.6 mm (35 GHz) waves of the li-wave Laboratory at Bochum

rather than the 3.18 cm (9.4 GHz) at Albany. When riots and crosses
coincide only crosses are shown, similarly only squares are shown
when they coincide with circles.
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Fig. 4.21b Measured run of the degree of polarization in experiment B11R.
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'Fig. 4.22a Measured scattered intensities averaged over rotation in azimuth

about five different axes of the target in experiment B21R. The
X - 37.25 ensemble of 240, x = 1.74, 2:1 -elongation randomly
located and orientated cylinders is the same as target T21R but
irradiated by the A - 8.6 mm (35 GHz) waves of the p-wave laboratory
at Bochum rather than the 3.18 cm (9.4 GHz) waves at Albany. when
dots and crosses coincide only crosses are shown, similarly only
squares are shown when they coincide with circles.
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Fig. 4.22b Measured run of the degree of polarization in experiment B21R.
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Fig. 4.23a Measured scattered, intensities averaged over rotation in azimuth
about five different axes of the target in experiment B41R. The
X - 37.25 ensemble of 125, x - 1.74, 4;1 -elongation randomly
located and orientated cylinders is the same target as T41R but
irradiated by the X = 8.6 mm (35 G11z) waves of the V-wave laboratory
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Trig. 4.23b Measured run of the degree of polarization in experiment B41R.
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Fig. 4.24 measured normalized standard deviation of scattered intensities versus

scattering angle for targets; TOR, T21R and T11R consisting of 125
4:1, 240 2:1 and 539 1:1 cylinders respectively.
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4.1.8 Colour dependence for_the ag&lomeEat2s-of-silicates

B41R:	 1250 x - 1.74, 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X - 37.25 sphere.

U41R:	 43, x - 1.88, 4:1 -elona ritiou homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X - 20.08 sphere.

TOR:	 125, x . 0.47, 4:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X - 10.04 sphere.

Experiments T41R and B41R were performed using the same target but at

different wavelengths. Thus, the difference's axe, save for a differing averaging

technique, truly colour effects. The measurement B418 was performed at the

laboratory at Bochum operating; at 35 Giix (8.57 mm). If we let T41R represent

a particle in yellow light, B41It would represent the same particle near the

wavelength of"Lyman a. The dip in I 	 the longer wavelength of T41R in Fig.

4.20 is only reduced with respect to that of single cylinders by multiple or

dependent scattering. At the shorter wavelength of B41R, however, the single	 )

cylinders exhibit only a very shallow dip which vanishes in the scattering of 	
II

the "bird's-nest" Fig. 4.23. The phase function for x . 1.74 and x - 1.88

cylinders are not expected to diffeer vary much. Tie total brightness &vr

infinite and randomly orientated cylinders is showy in Fig. 4.25 and for the

agglomerates in Fig, 4.26. Thus a comparison between the B41R and U41R measure-

ments Figures 4.23 and 4.18 merely reflect the difference in agglomerate size

and a small change in the average index of refraction as 43 rather-than 30.5

cylinders were fitted in the X - 20.08 hollow eccofoam sphere to make up

"bird's-nest" U41R. There are few differences in the runs of "1 11 (9) and 122(6)

as given by the two sets of measurements, but the relative importance of cross-

-polarization "in B41R is surprisingly low. No measurements for the x - 1.74

single cylinder was performed to provide an adequate comparison, note also that

the cross-polarized components were not rigorously calibrated as these

components vanish for the spheres used as standard (see also section 2.5.6).

We conclude that in this case the size of the agglomerate does not seem

to have ,a decisive effect on the shape of the scattering function, and that the

magnitude is approximately proportional to the number of scattering particles.

Whereas the colour dependence of the individual scatterers is still quite

important for agglomerates of this size the effect is expected to be reduced by

dependent scattering which increases in importance as the size of the agglomerate

grows.
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Fig. 4.25 Theoretical relative brightness versus scattering angle for
independently scattering infinite: cylinders averaged over random
orientation for m w 1.618 - 0.005i and size parameter x = 0.47;
dash-dot-dot, x - 0.78; dash-dot, x = 1.74; solid, and x	 1.88;
dashed curve.
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Fig. 4.26 Measured angular distribution of brightness per cylinder for the
ensembles T41R consisting of 125, 4:1 -elongation x r 0.47 cylinders
in an X . 10.04 "sphere", IAIR; 43 40 -elongation x - 1.88 cylinders
in an X . 20.08 "sphere'" and B41R consisting of 125 4*1 -elongation
x d 1.74 cylinders in an X - 37.25 "sphere" respectively.
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4.1, 9 ,Depandenca_on-particle_number - donsit .

T21M	 240, x a 0.47, 20 elongation hnmogcn.sous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X n 10.04 sphere,

'TC21Ri	 204, x ,. 0,47, 2:1 -elongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X . 15.81 sphere.

V21R:	 44, x - 0.78, 20 -Aongation homogeneous cylinders randomly aligned

within an X M 15.81 sphere.

The Fraunhofer diffraction concentrates towards the forward a^rection as

the size of the ensemble increases, It is thusa expected that the sida scattering

from TC21R is more closely represented by the pure "interference' approximation,

than the more' cloil.y pecked T21R. This approximation also predicts a concentration

towards email 0's for the expanded ensemble (see sectiou 3.6.3).T'ne dependence

on orienLation X, *, (a,d) and uhere.fore alr is expected to be smaller for TC21R

at M but to ivarease more rapidly with 0 (fig. 4.28) whereas the resulting
r

scattered iraterlaity (fig. 4.27) decreases more rapidly. This can be seen from eq.

3.21 in the limit meq 1 Target V21R occupiers the same volume as TC21R, but the

scattering material has been concentrated in larger cylinders. The side scattering

pat::ern,'(fig. 4.27), mostly reflects the difference in scattering functions for

the individual cylinders. ThiP can be Peen by comparing the total brightness

measured for TC21R and V21R (fig. 5.5) to the computed brightness for the respective

cylinders (portions of infinite cylinders) independently scattering the incident

light (see fib. 4.25). The "fluctuations" in the phase of the scattered signal from

each cylinder as a function of orientati.cris is expected to vary more heavily for

V21R than for the more "homogeneous" TC21R. That effect is seen its pig. 4.28 as

a flatter 0 dependence for V21R than for TC21R.
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Fig, 4.27	 Measured polarized intensity components as a function of scattering
angle for the ensembles T21R, TC21'R. and V21R consisting of 240
x - 0.47 2:1, 204 x - 0.47 2;1 and 44 x = 0.78 2;1 elongation
cylinders in X = 10.04, 15.81 and 15.81 "spherical" ensem'ales
respectively.
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Fig. 4.28 rieasured and normalized standard deviation of scattered intensities
versus scattering angle for targets; T21R consisting of 240 x	 0.47
2:1 elongation cylinders, TC21R :204 x - 0.47 2:1, V21R: 44 x = 0.78
2:1 elongation cylinders in X - V.o .04, 15.81 and 15.81 "spherical"
ensembles respectively.
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4.2 Silicate Core - ' l ice" Mantle Cylinders

The scattering by the ensemble IC3b, is compared to that by IC4b and IC4c

for colour ,effects in sections 5.2.7. and 5.2,:3. The ensemble Ma is also

discussed in the same sections, The run of the polarized intensity

components are shown septirately in Vigures 4.37 and 4.33 for 103b and
IC1a respectively.	

I

4.2.1 ''Dependence ^on^ the Msize Nof _theMag^lcatnnrr^ttt

IC4d:	 80, xm b 2.45 (ox 	-,07), 1.96 (a. = .04) to 1 mean elongation ur••cofoam

1.7 mantles and x {.	 0.78	 2 to 1 elongation luc.ite core cylinders

randomly aligned within nn X = 19.3 sphere.

IC4c:	 44, xm = 2.45 (o x A .06), 1.97 (ae = .04) to 1 mean clongati.on eccofoam

1.7 mantles and x c r 0.78 N 2 to 1 elongation lua ite core cylinders

randomly aligned within an X = 15.8 sphere.

IC4b:	 23, xm = 2 .45 Ox = .06), 1.96 00 W .05) to 1 mean elongation eccofoam

1.7 mantles and xc	 0.78 N 2 to i elongation luc.ite core cylinders

randomly aligned within an X = 12.6 sphere.

128:	 1, xm - 2 ,44,1.954 to 1 O ongation eccofoam 1.7 mantle and a x c = 0.78 , 2

elongation lucite cn4e cylinders. The averages are taken over random

orientations.

The run of the scattered polarized co.rnponants .! 	 1'	 and T with scattering
III

angle was measured for the single cnre- inntle cyl.a,ndor 11 12" representing a

single interstellar grain. The 	 averaged over "uniformly" distributed

orientations (as described in section 2.7.1) to sirc •ulate randomly orientated

cylinders is shown in Figure 4.29. The single scattering approximation described

in chapter 3 is applied to the equal density agglomerates of 23, 44 and 80 grains

respectively, all of which are reproductions of "12". 'The average: scattering

efficiencies over random orientations were•; substituted for that of each of the

randomly orientated cylinders. The detected signal itrom "12" at some combinations

of polarization, scattering angle and orientation were close to the noise level

( rze 10-2) although version C of the laboratory apparatus was used. The thus

introduced errors propagate to the single scattering approximation (see

Chapter 3). It is possible that the oscil.liati.ons seen in the computed run

of T11 around 1100 scattering angle are caused by this effect. The dots in

Figures 4.30 to 4.35 are the results of the single scattering computations

J
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as well as the open triangles, circles and squares in Figure 4.36 the dashed

curves corresponding to the dots are added for illustration purposes only, as

are the curves in Figure 4.36. It is seen in the figures 4.30 to 4.35 that the

scattering at small angles approaches the Jiff rbautio n pattern discussed in section

3.3. The diffraction pattern is approximated by that for a homogeneous sphere

with "equivalent" index of refraction as given by Equation 3.1 after averaging

the dipole moments per unit volume (P). Towards higher scattering angles the

single scattering approximation is approacoesd. The cross-polarization components

T	 I	 over uniform distribution of orientations are compared in Figure 4.36,
12	 21
the diffraction does not polarize, It is therefore expected ghat the experimental

results follow the single scattering approximation at all scattering angles.

Note that the measured ;3catteri.ng by the single cylinder "12", on which Lhe

"interference" theory relies, might be subject to large experimental errors.

It was concluded in section 4.1 .1 that the scattering by the 125 aligned

cylinders in target T4 1,A were closely reproduced by the single scattering

approximation at 8 > 90o and approach the diffraction pattern at lower O's. 	 I

We may draw the same general conclusion for targets IC4b, IC4c and IC4d

except that the magnitude of the ,Z component is lower for the larger
11

agglomerates than predicted by the theory. This lends to a lower degree

polarization for agglomerates than for individual cylinders and moves the

maximum degree of polarization to lower scattering angles for the bigger

agglomerates.
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Fig. 4.29	 Measured intensities scattered off a single silicate-eore-
"ice"-maw;le cylinder. of 2:1 elongation modelling an inter-
stellar dust grain. The intensities are averaged over
"uniformly" distributed orientations (see section 2.7.1 for
explanations). The connecting curves are added for illustration
purposes only.
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Fig. 4.30 Theoretical and experimental intensities versus scattering angle for
ensemble TC4b consisting of 23 randomly locatad and orientated
core--mantle cylinders with x = 0.78, x = 2.45 and close to 2:1
elongation 'within an X = 12.6c"sphere".^3.1 is the intensity for
radiation polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. Solid
curve is the Mie theory result for the ensemble treated as a homo-
geneous sphere with an equivalent index of refraction (see. equation
3.1); dashed curve is for the ensemble scattering Lreated coherently
and averaged statistically using the single scattering "interference"
theory (see text for explanation) the scattering by individual cylinders
was determined experimentally and is shown separatly in Fig. 4,29;
crosses are the experimental results for the ensemble.
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Fig. 4.32 Theoretical and experimental intensities versus scattering angle for

ensemble IC4c consisting of 44 randomly located and orientated core-
-mantle cylinders with x	 0.78, x m 2.45 and close to 2;1 elongdtion

within an X{	 15.81 "sphere" I	 is the intensity for radiation
polarized perpeudicular to the scattering plane. Solid curve is the
Mie theory result for the ensemble treated as a'homogeneous sphere
with an equivalent index of refraction (see equation 3.1); dashed
curve is for the ensemble scattering treated coherently and averaged
statistically using the single scattering "interference" theory (see
text for explanation) the scattering by individual cylinders was
determined experimentally and is shown separately in Fig. 4.29; crosses
are the experimental results for the ensemble.
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Fig. 4.:.,4	 Theoretical and experimental intensities versus scattering angle for

the ensemble IC4d consisting of 80 randomly located and o'rientat:i
core-mantle cylinders with x 	 0.781 x - 2.45 and close to 241
elongation within an X = 19.19 "sphere"n " 	 is the intensity 'or
radiation, polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. Solid curve
is the Mie theory result for the ensemble treated as a homogeneous
sphere with an equivalent index of refraction (see equation 3.1);
dashed curve is for the ensemble scattering treated coherently and
averaged statistically using the single scattering "interference"
theory (see text for explanation) the scattering by individual
cylinders was determined experimentally and is shown separately in
Fig. 4.29; crosses are the experimental, results for the ensemble.
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treated coherently and averaged statistically using the single scattering
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Chapter 5

COMPARISON WITH 4SRTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS

I

5.1 Introduction

Observations of comets as well as of the zodiacal light yield information

about the sum of scattered intensities off the contributing scatterers, integrated

along the line of sight. The geometry of the system in which the observations

are made are related to the laboratory system as shown in fig. 5.1. The translation

of observable quantities between the two systems is not readily made ,%nd is

discussed elsewhere (see Dumont 1976 for references). a is the angle between the

direction to the light source and the line of sight. The plane defined by the

location of the observer, scatterer and the Sun which is approximately a point

source, is the scattering plane with respect to which the direction of polax,ization 	 t

is defined (see section 2.3).

Fig. 5.1 ' The geometry for observations of scattering by particles
in the interplanetary medium.

w

--4
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The widest coverage in angular (9) distribution is found in zodiacal light

measurements. Translation of the observations into quantities that can be

measured in the laboratory involves assumptions regarding the particle number

density distribution in the scattering plane. It has traditionally and for

'simplicity been assumed that the particle number-density (n) is proportional

to a power of heliocentric distance R (n - R - v ) and that the light scattering

functions are independent of location. As pointed out by Schuerman (1980), this

last assumption has no theoretical support Whatsoever. On the contrary, a

segregation is expected as a function of heliocentric ,distance. Bearing in mind

that these assumptions are not verified by observations from the Pioneer 10

Spacecraft (Schuerman, 1980, refered to above) we might compare the angular

dependence of the brightnass (I tot ) and degree of polarization (P) of the

zodiacal light per unit volume to the laboratory data for our models of cometary

debris. The most complete surveys of the zodiacal light along the ecliptic

were transformed to the laboratory geometry by Dumont (1976).

5.2 Comparison to the Zodiacal light

The zodiacal light has been found to have approximately the colour of the Sun

We inberg __,	 _. ,o,a^ We are then ore first discussing(for references see t^e lnUerg ana Dpursvw ^ .....+, . .,.-	 ___^ l^f_	 g_

the general characteristics of the zodiacal light in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2,

while colour effects are discussed in section 5.2.3. Figures 5.2 and 5.8 are

reproduced from Dumont (1976) by permission from Springer-Verlag.

5.2.1 Brightness

The total brightness (I tot= I11 + 112 + I2 2 +,, I2L ) deduced by Dumont from measure-

ments, at Haleakala (Weinberg, 1964) and Tenerife (Dumont 1965, Dumont and Sanchez

1975), is shown in Fig. 5.2 where v m 1.2 was used. 
Itot 

reaches a local maximum

at a sy 330 and-becomes roughly isotropic from 50 0 to 1300 after wh^rh it rises iu

backscattering. The local maximum at 33 0 scattering angle is shown in greater

detail by Dumont (1976 fig. 5).

Although appearir:g in both the Tenerife and the Haleakala.data, and making

a smaoth connection to the rocket data by Leinert et al. (1974) that probes the

local minimum around e - 200 , the very existence of the peak is dubious. This

is both because the accuracy of the inversion method and the reliability of the

observations decrease with scattering angle. This region is labeled poorly

reliable by Dumont. It is, however, noteworthy that a similar peak is seen in

the laboratory data for target T41A. It is also predicted by the "interference"

theory for most "lird's-nest" particles, but the angular resolution of the

laboratory data i, too low to more than hint at its existence (see figures 5.3 to

5.6).

--7
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(A second peak around 6 -55 
0  in the dato.for, 741A is also seen in Dumont's

Fig. 3 0 1975.) Dumont (1976) writes;

"The variations of o from 0 = 500 to 6 - 000 are probably within

a factor of 2, and this conflicts with many theoretical scattering

functions which show variations by a factor of 5 to 10 in the quoted

range of scattering angle."

a is the total brightness (Ttot in 
this text). Most of the laboratory data were

taken with 150 intervals, so that Itot 
ilas measured at 0 = 45°, 60°	 °and 120°, 135

but not at 50° and 130°. It is seen in table Z that so__ntering by "bird's-nests"

is generally closer to isotropy in this range than scattering by individual cylinders

and that the agglomerates of cylinders with eroded mantles have a flatter run

of Itot 
with 6 in this region than the agglomerates of "ice" coated cylinders.

°Dumont estimates the variation in the whole interval of 6 = 20' to 180 to be

within a factor of 5, and writes;

"Such a flatness can agree with few of the scattering functions repor-

ted by Wickramasinghe (1973) for Mie paxt' clew, or by Giese (1970, 1971)1,

Giese et. a1. (1974) for elaborate i,.ixtures of- homogeneous or mantle-core

particles: most of these curves exhibit a much stronger fL--ward scattering.

Some agreement may perhaps be sought with absorbing particles, for which

the ratio o
Ills 

/ v minis 
generally of the order of 10 in the 209< 6 < 180°

][. 
range, but can be as low as 2 or 3. On the other hand, the curves of figs

4 and 5 seem very hard to reconcile with dielectric particles, for which

the same ratio is between 20 and 200 or more."

Fig. 4 in Dumont's article is here Fig. $;.2, the 10 0 to 600 range is shown in more

detail in Dumont's Fig. 5. Although none of Cbe scattering functions for the

"bird's-nests" actually investigated in the laboratory show quite such an isotropy

in this range of scattering angle, we note that some agglomerates that are dielectric

as are all "'bird nests" reported on in this study, show I j T< 5.
max min

Agglomerates of more realistic sizes for typical zodiacal-liLjnt particles are

currently being studied, using the "interference" theory,

In the backscattering region 1600< 6 < 1800 there is a rise in Itot (Fib*. 5.2).
Dumont estimates the ratio I tot (180°)/Itot min to 1.7 for the Tenerife data

and to 1.9 for the Haleakala data. A rise wit% a corresponding slope is evident
in several of the scattering functions for "bird's-nests", where 1< 

I tot (165°) /

" tot,min`S 1.3 (see Figs. 5.3 to 5.6).

In agreement with Dumont's Fig. 6 in the game reference, the11 component

(1 in Dumont's Fig.) is flatter than the I2 component (//) for all "bird's-nests"

in this study.
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Fig. 5.2 Reproduce4 by permission given by Springer -Verlag, from Dumont
(1976, Fig,; 4, p. 92). The phase function for interplanetary
dust deAuced from the Tenerife (Dumont 1965, Dumont and Sanchez
1975) and Haleakala (Weinberg,_1964) photometric surveys. The
number density n given by n -R where R is the heliocentric
distance and v m 1.2 was assumed.
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Fig. 5.3 Measured total :brightness per cylinder versus scatteriug angle
fdt the single core,-mantle grain '1 12" and the agglomerates IC4b,
IC4c and IC4d of similar grains. For target parameters see the
fold out page. The connecting curves are added for illustrdkion
purposes only.
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Fig. 5.4 Measured total brightness versus scattering angle for
agglomerates TC21R and T21R differing in the silicate
grain number-density and for the agglomerate IC1a
containing a mixture of silicate cylinders and "ice"-
typo material. See the fold out page for target para-
meters.
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Fig. 5.5 Measured total brightness versus scattering Angle for
the equal volume "bird"s-nests" TC21R; triangles, V21R;
squares and IC4c; open boxes. See the fold out page for
target parameters,
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core-mantle cylinders. For target parameters see the
folld out page,
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Fig. 5.7 Measured total brightness versus scattering angle for

the ensembles T41R, T21R and T11R consisting of x -0.47
silicate type material cylinders, .differing only in
elongation. For target parameters see the flod out page.
The solid line is the theoretical computation of the
scattered brightness from an equal mass portion of an
x= 0.47, m = 1.618 - 0.005i, infinite cylinder averaged
over "random" orientations.
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5.2.2 Degree_of Polarization

The similarly deduced degree of polarization (P(e)) is less sensitiv*
to the value assigned to v than the photometric curves (Delmont and Sanchez,

1975 1, fig. 5). In ,fig. 5.8 P(0)is reproduced from Dumont (1976 0 fig. 7),

where Cie same value for v (1.2) is used as for inversion of the intensities.
P is generally positive at 6 > 60 0 , the apparent large negative degree of
polarization from the Haleakala data in the poorly reliable left part of
the figure is not believed to be genuine by Dumont. From Dumont's fig. 6

it appears that both curves join in a neutral point at 0 P+ 350 . The maximum

degree of polarization, Ppax as 0.4 occurs close to 0 - 900 in the Haleakala

inversions end closer to 800 for the Tenerife datas with max Pd 0.35. The

values of these curves at 9 - 900 and d - em are of special importance
because they are independent of.v (Dumont 1972, 1973). em is the elongation

of the maximum degree of polarization, 55 0 - 750.

It can be seen in fig. 5.9 to 5.13 that the general shape of these curves
are reproduced by the "bird's-nests". P is generally positive, the magnitude
is close to that measured for the agglomerates IM, IC4c and IC4d (fig. 5.9)
of "ice"-coated silicate, for which the two points P(em) and P(900) are in

excellent aggreement with the observations. The maximum however occu:;-s at
higher 8 1 3 but is expected to shift towards smaller 8's with the Fraunhofer

diffractibu, a& the. "bird's-nests" size increases. P max for all the agglomerates

with eroded mantles is substantially higher than those of fig. 5.8 but the

maximum occurs closer to P nax in the inverted observations.
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Fig. 5.8 Reproduced by permission given by Springer-Verlag, from Dumont
(1976, Fig. 7, p. 95). The degree of polarization versus
scattering angle for interplanetary dust deduced from the Tenerife
(Dumont 1965, Dumont and Sanchez 1975) and Haleakala (Weinberg,
1964) photometric surveys. A number density n given by naR v where
R is the heliocentric distance in A.U. and v - 1.2 was assumed.
The left side of the figure is labelled poorly reliable by'Dumont.
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Fig. 5.9 Measured degree of polarization versus scattering angle for the
ensembles IC4b, IC4c and IC4d of similar core- mantle cylinders.
See the fold out page for target parameters.
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number density and for the agglomerate Ma containing a mixture
of silicate cylinders and "ice"-type material. See the fold out
page for target parameters.
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Fig. 5.11 Measured degree of polarization versus scattering angle for the

equal volume "bird's-nests" TC21R, V21R and IC4c. See the fold
out page for target parameters.
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target parameters, see the fold out page.
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Fig. 5.13 Measured degree of polarization versus scattering angle for
the ensembles T41R, T21R and T11R of x = 0.47 silicate
cylinders, differing only in elongation. jpor target para-
meters, see the fold out page.
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5,2,3 Colour

If the diameter 0.1 pm is assigned to the silicate cores, targets lC4b,

IC4c, IC4d and V21R modals scattering of A * 0.4 pm light, IC3b scatter at

A ., 0.5 pm, and Ma l T11R, T21R, T41R and TC21R all scatter 0.7 pm light.

,Pure colour is represented in fig. 5,6, both Me and IC3b correspond to 2 pay

diameter agglomerates of 44 interstellar grains. 'rho colour is generally blue,

.r j7	 sa 3. If the eaggl.omorates teach sizes that are currently believed

to be more realistic for typical zodiacal--light particles (10-100 pm), the size

parameter of the individual particles might be optically more important than the

size parameter of .he agglomerates. Note that in the limit where the particles
become homogeneous, scattering by Hie-particles with a given index of refraction
is almost colourless in this size range. We have therefore also compared the
scattering from ensembles of equal-size parameter X while the size x of the
individual grains is varied. rtot.from ICU ,and IC4b, both with ensemble size
parameter X - 12.65 are also compared in fig. 5..6 where it is seen that the 23
larger cylinders scatter more light than the 44 smaller grains in ICU. It appears
therefore that the blue light (A . 0.4 um) is scattered more efficiently than
g,reon (A - 0.5 pm) light, 10.4Ir0 

*5

m  2. The degree of polarization (fig. 5.12)
is lowest in the blue light (100 and IC4b) the position of the maximum

O 0.4 F4 i2oo is shifted to T.'J 
900 at A w- v.5 -pm. i he`: iij-Sb-1uc`rat èu .TCti1b rand

f
V21R of bare cylinders both have X - 15.81 in %'- 0,7 pm (red) light and A

0.4 1tm (blue) light respectively. Similarly to scattering by IC4b compared to

IC3b, rtot 
is higher for V21R than for TC21R, X0.4 /.I0 

7 
S. 2, suggesting Lhat the

light scattered off the "ice" - free agglomerates also is slightly blue (fig. 5.5).
on the other hang,, the run of the degree of polarization looks quite similar for
bath ensembles (colourless) with max r, • 0.87 around H - 900 (fig. 5.11).

Few differences i.A the zodiacal light observed at different visual wave-
lenghts are larger than variations in the same part of the, spectrum between
observations by different astronomers. The colour of the zodiacal light
is,therefore believed to be white or grey. The colours indicated by the
microwave measurements might.be too prominent to compare favourably with the
observations. As a realistic comparison involves scattering functions over
a size distribution, more microwave measurements are desirable. It seems,
however, that the scattering efficiency per cylinder decreases as the
agglomerates of core-mantle grains grow in size (fig. 5.3). We see in
figurds 4.30 to 4.35 that the 1

11
component decreases faster than X 

22 
resulting

in a lower ddugree of polarization, (fig. 5.9), approaching that of the zodiacal
light.
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Some astronomers have observed negative polarization at high scattering

angles (Pray at al., 1974, Woletencroft and Rose, 1967). Weinberg and Hann (1968)

found that the neutral point near 160 0 tends to smaller elongations with increasing

wavelength. Nesgative polarization is seen at e w 1650 in savural of the experimental

graphs for "bird's-nests"

5.3 Cossets

The inversion of the brightness i.ntergral is much simpler for comet data
than for the zodiacal lights because all Tight observed in a given direction

(e) comes from scatterers distributed in a narrow interval of the line of

sight:, the scattering angle (8) is essentially constant. To the knowledge

of the author, only observations of the dust tail of cornet Ikeya-Seki., 1965

VIII, ('Weinberg and Beeson, 1976, Matyagin et al., 1968), provide information

on 'rtot and P over an a
ppreciable interval of 6. The angular dependence was

deduced by scanning the dust tail with a photometer. It follows that in

addition to the dependence on porsiblu variations in scattering functions

for particles as a function of location in the tail, affecting P(e) t the

measured brightness I(9) also depends on the particle number density distribution.
'-s ---	 t___ r.^_	 i,7	 Y.... t .. r

&%,
.....a nF r1+m rleare^a n^ nnlari2at^aTlWeln -erg and Beeuon couelude xrvut ruuoual calculat. . v.. .. _ ....p .	 r -^ ---

using a Hie--program, that the observations are consistent with grains in a very

narrow size-distribution. Although the observed polarization is very different

from that of Light scattered off the single core-mantle cylinder 12 (Fig. 5.14),

the grain parameters are suggestive of those used for the single core-mantle

grains in this study.

Some dust properties can also be inferred from dynamical. considerations.

Most dust tails can be resolved in streamers or synchronee and in syndynes.

Streamers coincide with the loci expected for particles ejected simultaneously

from the nucleus and subjected to a particle-dependent heliocentric repulsive

force - ^-- ^' --- m	 counteracting the gravitation. (R is the heliocentric
a	 grain

R`	 diatahce arA m , is the mass of the grans. Syndynes correspond to loci for
grain

continuously ejected particles with 4 given V. Conclusions on the optical

properties of the particles can be drown if u . 8 is aammed, where 8 is the

acceleration resulting from radiation pressure in units of the gravitational

attraction.

P61lowing the-model suggested by Whipple (1951) and formulated by Pinson

and Probstein ( 1968). Sekanina and Farrell (1980) interpret the structure in
the dust t. a. of comet West 1976 Vl as evidence for fragmentation of strongly

non-spherical, particles. The parent bodies resulting from a single burst are

i

_J
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lined up along a streamer. As the particles buret, the fragments line up in atrine.

Sak,ani,na and Farrell (1980) conclud e that the repulsive acceleration 0 was

slightly lower for the parent bodies than the "average" on fragments ranging
from 0.6 to 2.7 times the solar gravitational attraction. With the assumption
u ." B, this relation, which is difficult to account for with Mi+e-theory, leads

Sekanina and Farrell (1980) to suggest that the parent particles are chain- like
aFSlomerateaa. We note, however, that 0 is gunerrall.y not Acting in the radial
direction if the sca t terers does not posses sphierical symmetry as for elongated

structures. This is easily realized by noteing that the scattering pattern is

asymmetric with respect to the incident to-vector for particles which are

asymmetric with respect to this vector. We note alao that the formation of
discrete atriao requires a distinct correlation between the fragmentation

macha u	 Fnd V. Such a correlation might be expected if p results from inter-

action with the soX. vtyTU (Coulomb drag and Lorentz force, ate..) in which case
..ach striae would correspond to a given charge-to-mass ratio for which the parent

body is likely to sputter.

Preliminary studies of the dynamics have been carried out foc dust assumed

to be released by comet Halley during its 1906 perihelion passage. The computer

code, which also includes radiation and ion pressure is described ,elsewhere

(Guata£Aan mind Mi g innn3_ 1970 _ Tho 4SA; nffAM-r ,rtf thy a..lnr vtr^l n«nt+nnh;e.s--.—.---^.—^	 —1-7 	 ^w'.I^swvUOr	 VVJS V1f Ti4aY - YI •Yil KY4l irV.q'

4ring that passage are to reinforce gravitation (counteract S) and to deviate
the dust towards the solar equatorial plane. For dil gates correspone ng to the

cores of interstellar grains with an assumed charge as high as 10 Volt, u fw d - 0.1

and the deviation towards the equator law 20°. For "ice"-coated silicates the

charge vac estimated to 1.2 Volt, the resulting u w 6 and the deviation from the

comeat's-orbital plane As 1.5° For larger agglometates the interaction with the
solar wind seems negligible.

In conclusion, the dynamics of grains with high charge to mass ratio such

as might be expos-ted £or the silicate cores resulting from the striped interstellar

core-mantle particles, .or for the bare particles, are expected to deviate suffitieh l.y
from central motion to distinguish them from "ice"-coated grains or agglomerates.

d for the parent particles are probably comparable to that for the fxagments

forming the striae in comet West.'

We u-4n that at the limit, where the ensemble of scatterers is such that

maq << r rin̂-& and the scatterers are randomly located, each scatterer approaches

its scat.ering properties as an individual particle. At this limit, S is the same

for the agglomerate as for individual scatterers.

This condition is nearly fulfilled for the "lice"-free agglomerates especially

V21R and TC219.
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5A Imeact,Data

Analysis of lunar rock samplea (Nagel et 41. 0 075) reveals the exist nce of

very shallow craters which are indicati.vo of low bulk-density impacting particles,

-pow 1 gcm" s , The relationship between particle density as,d crater topology has

futhar revealed two groups of particles stony (p spa 2 - 3 gcm' 3 ) and metallic-

density (p aw 8 gcm-3 ) meteoroids. The latter create deeper and much more commonly

observed (selection affec ts7) craters (see also Le Sergeant and Lamy, 1973). Impact

data from the Helios 1 spacecraft provides nn independent means of separating a

low-danei.ty component of the interplanetary dust-complex. One of the Helios
impact detectors was protected from direct solar radiation by ca screen. The screen

also prevented particles with density lower than a 1 gcm-a from penetrating.

Another detector, with an open aperture po,niJtng out of the ecliptic plane,
registered a large excess of impacts. The data analysis reveAlcl a strong compo-

nent of low-density dust, 30 X of which may have p as low as 0.1 gcm-3 (Grain et

aal., 1980). Some of this ducat was identified with the high-speed 0-meteoroids
also detected by the Pioneer 8 and 9 spacecrafts (McUoneli, 1975, Bert, and GrUn,
1973).

The higher-density "apex" pareiclea are evidentl y different from tht

agglomerates studied were which have 1.2 > n > O.Gu gem-3 . The "bird's-nests"
correspond to a low-density component orbiting lose to the invariable plane.
Such a component would be discriminated in the Helios 1 and 2 data. A low-density
component producing the zodiacal light would also explain the deacrepancy between

results from the Meteoroid Penetration Experiment or MPB ("beercans") experiment
onboard Pioneer 10 and 11 sptacecrrafts, phowing a constant penetration rate from
the Barth out to beyond Jupiter (Nunes ut al., 1974), and the zodiacal light
brightness observed from the same spacecrafts (i'or references, see Weinberg and

Sparrow, 1978, p. 109). On the basis of the present study it might b y expected
that the low-density 0-meteoroids are clums of a ,few or single grains. The
existence o - higher-density component of even simll.er. grains (the bare grains
in the bi-modal model fox interstellar dust by Greenberg and Hong, 1973) is
predicted.

P;
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5.5 Con_ clusi.ons

It is concluded on the basis of this study that the following hypothesis are

consistent with the current observations in the interplanetary medium;

(1) The primordial interstellar dust-complex may be described by the bi-modal
model by Greenberg and Hong (1975), modified in the dense presolar nebula as

describer) by Greenberg (1979),

(2) Comets aggregate from the thus doscribed interstellar dust (Whipple, 1978),

(3) Some comets may develop an ",ice"-free outer 	 ust (3ri.n and Mendis, 1979).

(u) The zodiacal light results from scattering of sun-light by cometary debris

(Whipple, 1976).

(5) 0-metooroids might be comer: and zodiacal-light particle debris.

;fie high degree of polarization reported in cometary dust tails as far from the

comet as the antitail, favours the "ice"-free agglomerates as representatives of

comet debris. However, comets with large perf.hclie distances or "new" comets are
possibly seeding agglomerates of Primordial dust particles. These "bird's-nests"

may be successively stripped of their volatiles as they spiral in towards the

Sun ender the action of the Poynting-Robertson drag. The degree of polarization
might therefore be higher for light scattered by particles closer to the Sun,

than by dust observed at large elongations, thus shifting P ax towards smaller

elongations. For numerous reasons (dust-dust collisions, volatile erosion, etc...)

the "bird's-nests" are expected to sublimate at an increasing rate as they approach

the Sun. The smaller or sufficiently "ice"-free debris are expelled from the

Solar S,Ystem by the radiation pressure or the solar wind and are observed as $-
--meteoroids. Other higher-density duq",particles, such as asxeroid fragments, are

more ealsi,ly observed by impact detectors and through cratering of surfaces exposed

to the interplanetary medium but do probably not s?gnificah ly contribute to the

zodiacal. light (see also Whipple, 1976). Although the "classical" component of
interstellar grains are thbught to stream through the inner Solar System during

Dart of the solar cycle (Gustafson and Misconi., 1979) and mig;zt ue trapped in

bound orbits under some conditions (Gustafson, unpublished calculations) they are

not likely candidates for the zodiacal-light particles.
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5.6 Suggestions for Further Research

Out of the topics that suggest themselves on the basis of the present study,

only the ones that appear to be of the most fundamental. character or most

urgent are mentioned below. No reference is made to their relative importance,

Observational studies of scattering functions for comet dust .

Investigation of the low density dust component or components detected
by the Helios space-probe (GrUn et al., 1980).

Renewed studies of interplanetary dust dynamics, and of the evolution
of the zodiacal dust cloud, using the "bird's-nest" particle model2,

^---- Determination of the domain of validity of the suggested scattering
approximations.

---^- Adaptation of the Finson-Pirobstein (1968) method to the "bird's-nest"
type particles, for prediction of shape and structure of compt tail s2.

1) To the knowledge of ,the author, polarimetry P(e)' covering an appreciable
interval of scattering angle (8) has only been performed for comet Ikeya-
Saki 1965 VIII. Whereas no determinations of 2*.._.. (8) are known. Deduction of
1' o (8) generally involves assumptions regarding `the particle number density
distribution. However, an instrument probing the scattered intensity per unit
volume and therefore I tot (8) has been suggested to fly "on the forthcoming
probe to Halley ' s come

2) The values of the radiation pressure efficiency and the electric charge
of the particles are of fundamental importance in evaluation of dust dynamics
and yet often subject to wide extrapolations and guesses.

--4
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AM MIX A

Scattering Relations for Arbitrary Targets and their, Mirrar Particles.

a•

In accordance with the recipZocity theorem for vector waves, we can invert 	 9

the time without changing the scattering problem, thus replacing t o with

ke and k8 with -ka . It follows from simple transformation of coordinates

that e = I , .2'^' 	I , .l"o - I and e R I where a are scattered
11	 11	 22	 22	 12	 21	 21	 12

intensities from the reciprocal pw-i Lion. The reciprocal position is reached

by rotating the scatterer 180 0 around the bisectrix of the complement to

scattering angle.

Assuming that for every particle there is one particle in the reciprocal

position, F I d E I over random orientations at any gi-;eu scatterkag angle.
12	 21

b:

Mirroring with respect to the scattering plane only changes the phase of the

cross-polarization components, as the transform u nion only involves a change

- 	 - -•	 ^e .,t. tent i-o-r  oof 61gn of one coora'5.na%e. 1̂ -116 aa.y.. r.... .....^ __.f the reader is drawn to the fact

that we refer to a second pa•bticle.

c:

A fourth related position is obtained by successively applying the two

previous transformations a and b.

Use of the Symmetry Relations in the Laboratory,.
Arbitrary ].articles.

Only the relation described in a is valid. But with the present orientation

mechanism the reciprocal position can only be reached when the tilt axis

coincides with the bisectrix to the complement of the scattering angle.

Particles with an Axis of Symmetry.

The particle appropriately reorientated is its own mirror particle.

The relations a, b and c all prevail. Let a vector par--llel to the axis

of symmetry be our reference. Relation a implies that all scattering

information can be deduced as the vector sweeps the hemisphere on either

side of the bisectrix plane, defined as the plane perpendicular to the

scattering plane and containing the. bisectrix of the complement to 8.

Relation b implies that it is sufficient to let the vector sweep the

hemisphere on any side of the scattering plane. Thus ue need only to

let the vector sweep a solid angle w bound by the scattering plane and

the bisectrix plane. orientations in the opposite quarter of the sphere
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are related through az on the opposite side of the scattering plane but

same side of the bisect:.ix plane are related through b and in the fourth

quarter, through c,. It is thus sufficient that measurements be made only

in a 1/4 of the sphere,

Particles with an Axis of 9_ymmetry and a Plane of Symmetry Perpendicular

to this -Axis,

In addition to a, b and o, mirroring; with respect to the plane of symmetry gives

an equivalent position. Thus, orientations in the solid angle w/2 bound by the
scattering plane, the bisectriu plane, and a plane perpendicular to both and

containing the geometrical center of the target, are equivalent to orien- '
tations in the opposite 7/2 solid angle. By successively applying relation a
it is realized that it is sufficient to investigate orientations in the 7/2

solid angle bound by the scattering plane and the bisectrix plane on-either
side of the Mutually perpendicular plane through the target. Thus for such

-particles, only.t/8 of.che oridntati:ons fbr arbitrary particies are independent.

3



Fig. B.1	 Scattering geometry projected on the scattering plane
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APPENDIX B

Periodicity of the Oscillations in the Scattering, Efficiency of "Bird's-nests"
as they are Rotated

The optical path difference for light scattered by A and B (see Fig. B.1) is

17 - ql. As X is varied the optical path difference varies. When;

Re{ m ) I (pX+An -q
x+An ) - 

(PX 
_ qX) ( m n%

where X is the wavelength of the incident radiation and m is given by eq. 3.1,

the interference pattern has gone through n periods of oscillations.

The period AX is therefore defined by;

Ref;) b l cos(x + Ax) - cos(X + AX + e) - cos(X) + cos(X + A) I - X

Note that the distances p, q and b are all in the scattering plane, b is the

projection of the distance between two scatterers in this plane. Any pair of

scatterers separated by the distance a and with the line joining the two centers

matting an angle a with the scattering plane (b s cos a), will interfere such

that they pass through one period of oscillation as the "bird's-nest" is rotated

the angle AX from some orientation X.

Consider a particle at the projected distance r in the scattering plane from

the geometrical centre of the "bird's-nest", all particles at the projected

distance b from this particle will be on the surface of the circular cylinder of

1	 '
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ri.g. B.a For each pair of interfering particles located each o, ,% one
of the two cylindrical surfaces theire is an orientation of
the spherical ensemble such as the resulting interference
pattern goes through one period of oscillation as the
conglomerate is rotated by an angle AX.

radius b with the symmetry axis passing through the particle perpendicular to the

scattering plane. As this cylinder is swept around the "b i rd's--nest" (always with
distance rbetween the "bird's-nest" centee and the cylinder axis), an other

cylinder is generated also with itt symmetry axis perpendicular to the scattering

plane (see fig. B.2). The total number 
Ptot of particle pairs with the projected

separation b is the number of particles on the first cylindrical surface times

the number of particles on the second surface.

A computer program generating`Figs. 3.3 looks for pairs whose individuAl

projected^distanne are,b + d and where the first particle is at distance r to r

- A.r.;ptot is therefore, given by the volume V corresponding to the first
i

cylinder, times V
2 , corresponding to the second cylinder, times the number density

of particles. V1. 	 bound by two cylindrical surfaces and two spherical surfaces

and is computed using Simpsons formula. V 2 is also bound by two cylindrical and

two spherical surfaces, but in such a way that it can easily be computed by

addition and s̀ubstraction of simple geometrical figures. It is seen`from the Figs.

B.3 that particle pairs producing short period oscillations exists only at the

higher scattering angles. See also section 3.6.3 p. 32 and Figs. 4 . 1 and 4.2 on

p. 40 - 42.
t
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Fig. B . 3	 Total number of interfering pairs that goes through one period
of oscillation as the ensemble is rotated an angle AX in the
scattering plane from some initial orientation. The sperical
X = 10.04 ensemble of 539 cylinders T41A is simulated at some

	

'	 scattering angles Q.
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APPENDIX C

Scattering from a Cloud of RandomIX Orientated Xnde,Randent Infinite

Circular C 1ind+ers

A computer code to calculate scattering from single infinite circular
cylinders at arbitrary orientation, excluding incidence along the axis of
symmetry, as outlined by Lind (1966) and by Kerker (1969) was kindly
pr...vided by Dr. R. T. Wang. Note also the paper by Cohen (1980).
The scattered light propagates along conical surfac s containing the
to vector, the symmetry axis of the cane coincides with the cylinder axis.
Thus, only cylinders whose axis of symmetry fall. in the bisectrix plane

,(the plane perpendicular to the scattering plane and containing the bisectrix
of the complement to e), will contribute to the scattering in any given
direction. The intensities are green in components tangential and perpen-
dicular to the cone surface.

The geometry is shown in fig. 	 in transfctmation to the coordinates

Fig. CA The geometry for scattering by an infinite cylinder.

---4
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A, I+, X in the laboratory system (,1ig,2.1) the following relationships prevail.

sine/2) - cos((p)sin (a/2)

cos( )	 °s(tp)cos (aa/2)
cos ©,^,,

X	 - a/2

The intensities contributed by individual cylinders to the total scattered

brightness are added, as the assumption of randomness in location implies

randomness in relative phase,

To transform the second of Stokes Parameters to a common coordinate

system the phrase relation between the four intensity components must be

known as the; interfere. The angular dependence of this relation is not

yet derived, so we will only compute the total brightness,
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end ix D

The Infinite C finder A roximation for Scattering in the Far-field bX

Finite _ r^ ers

From Figs. 4.14 and 4,7 it seams that the angular dependence of scattering by

finite cylinders at perpendicular incidence may be qualitatively approximated
'by that of infinite cylinders. Quantitatively the scattering is quite different.

That off an infinite cylinder is concentrated precisely in the scattering cone

so that the intensity at the fax-field (-".*o A) is inversely proportional to

the distance r from the scatterer, while thb scattering off- finite gYHtders .i,s
spread by diffraction (Lind, 1966, Greenberg, 1974) the intensity is proportional

to r12 when r ^o A.

Fig. D.1 Experimental intensities versus scattering angle for radiation
scattered off x- 1.88 lucite cylinders with their-axes of
symmetry pointing towards 0 - 450 (X . 45o , i • 900) . Daoh-dot is
for the I; -component of the 210:1 -elongation cylird^er extending

• well outside the beads, dasbltd curve is for the Y 2~component
from the same cylinder. Dotted curve is for the I _component
scattered of the 4:1 --elongation cylinder C41, solid lime is
for the 122-component. The background radiation. (appendix E) was
not compensated for.
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The condition for scattering off an infinite cylinder towards a given

direction is the;:efore that the cylinder symmetry axis is contained in the

bisectrix plane (the plane perpendicular to the scattering plane and bisecting

the complement to the scattering angle). Therefore, an infinits cylinder must

be orientated perpendicular to the scattering plane in order to scatter in all

directions 0 g in the scattering plane. An infinito cylinder with the orientation

Xr *> (Bee appendix 0 scatter in the forward direction 0 - 0 and 0- 2X. In
Fig. D.1 the scattering of a finite but long cylinder (extending outside the

main lobe of Moth transmitting and receiving antenae) is shown. The cylinder

is orientated such as the axis of symmetry is in the scattering plane and makes

an angle X w 44,.60 with the direction of propagation of the incident radiation,

The receiving antena was otept from 8 . 300 to 1700 , as expected we see a shexp

peak in both scattered components iii and X22 around e 
- 2x w 89.2 0,  The radiation

scattered off the finite cylinder is detectable in the whole .interval of 	 short-

ward of 0.450 part of the forwaxd scattering peak is seen. To pig. D.21the

scattered brightness from the 4:1 -elongation cylinder averaged over "uniforrie,
distribution of orientations is compared qualitatively to the computed brightness

scattered by uniformly orientated infinite cylinders, normalized at O w 900 . it
•	 L ^..r.....i ....r ft-#,na4AA ne- ttnrjn& thugis seers tat the forward sea teeing pear. extandso out ... . ---	 -_

seriously modifying the scattering pattern.

a

t

I
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Fig. 3.2 Total scattered intensities from x- 1.88  lucite cylinders, vesus

scattering angle exept 6w 0°. Dots are experimental results averaged
over "uniform" distribution of orientations of the C41 cylinder {see
section 2.7.0. Solid curve is for the uniform distribution of ori-
entations for infinite cylinders, computed as described in appendix
C.
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A^endix E

The Background radiation in the Laboratory at S.A.L. and'Detector Response

Fig. E.1 shows the background radiation versus scattering angle in the laboratory

*,,4 rsion A, in units of the potential over the detector as measured by the lock-in

amplifier. If not mentioned otherwi" , the background radiation was suppressed as

described in section 2.5 (p. 9 - 19) to < 0.1 UV. The scattering intensity 1 in
	 I

absolute units corresonds to N 511V (the apparatus was calibrated using a standard

target before and after each set of measurements and every 6  10 hours during the

course of measurements).

I0ji Y	 I	 I

AL
0	 90

e

180

Fig. E.1 The background radiation versus scattering angle in the
laboratory version A. when the background compensation
waveguide was disconnected.

In the data reduction, a linear relationship was assumed to prevail between the

detector unit response and the intensity of scattered radiation. This assumption

is motivated by the measured linearity (Fig. E.2) in the range up to 10mV used

in the measurements.

t
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Fig. 8.2 The response of the detector unit as a function of
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